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We are a non-profit trade association committed to promoting credit
union mortgage lending proactively, positively, but not politically.

2  Our members are our owners and are treated as such.
3 We are committed to helping the Realtor community understand credit
unions and the value they bring to promoting home ownership.
4 We maintain a high level of fiscal responsibility while ensuring that
membership provides access to all employees of the credit union or
CUSO, and that events are high quality yet affordable.
5 We provide exceptional education and networking, using experts from
the mortgage banking, leadership and credit union communities.

WE’RE IN TOUCH...SO YOU BE IN TOUCH!
Follow us

twitter.com@
ACUMACommunity

Like us

facebook.com/
ACUMACommunity

Connect with Us
linkedin.com/ACUMA
look for ACUMA
under groups

Learn about Us
acuma.org
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A MESSAGE FROM
ACUMA PRESIDENT

Tracy Ashfield

Let’s Do This
Thing Together
Running ACUMA Is a Group Effort;
Help Us Keep Climbing Higher
ByTracy Ashfield

I

am so excited to start this decade as ACUMA’s new President.
Having worked for the organization for many years, I feel like
I have had a great opportunity to work with great people, to
grow and learn with a great association, and to understand the
important role ACUMA plays in the credit union world.
Now all I have to do is learn all of the “ins and outs” of being
the leader of a non-profit association—a task that ACUMA cofounder and outgoing president Bob Dorsa has done so well for
two decades.
I believe ACUMA has played a significant role in helping credit unions
and CUSOs enhance their programs,
grow market share and help members enjoy the dream of homeownership. And our affiliate members work
hard each and every day to help credit
unions succeed.
ACUMA: MORE RELEVANT
THAN EVER
As the world of mortgage lending for
credit unions becomes more complicated down every avenue (think regulation,
compensation, technology and competition, just to name a few), ACUMA continues to bring relevant and timely education through its events, educational

2
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offerings and this magazine.
It is the cooperation, collaboration
and networking that has helped propel
credit union mortgage market share.
That’s something ACUMA focuses
on. And that focus is sharpened because our membership represents the
industry’s top thought leaders among
credit unions, and we bring the larger
industry’s top people to our members
through our events.
Last fall’s conference (reviewed in
words and pictures elsewhere in this
issue) featured a cross section of those
top people in NCUA Director Rodney
Hood, FHFA Director Mark Calabria,
Fannie Mae’s Andrew Bon Salle, Stratmor’s Jim Cameron and J.D. Power’s

John Cabell, to name a few. Our upcoming spring workshops will provide
more opportunities for knowledge and
networking in a more intimate setting.
WE’VE GOT MORE TO DO
As I take the reins from Bob Dorsa, I
know I have big shoes to fill. You have
my promise that I will work hard to
ensure ACUMA continues to be the
premier source for education, networking and collaboration. In order to do
accomplish that mission, I have a request
for each and every
one of you who reads
It is the
the Pipeline.
cooperation,
Many
of
you
collaboration
know that in addition to working with and networking
ACUMA I have been that has helped
providing real estate
propel credit
consulting to credit union mortgage
unions and CUSOs
market
for the past 20 years.
share.
That’s
My consulting work
something
has given me the opportunity to see what
ACUMA
makes credit unions
focuses on.
tick, the pain points
that consume their
days, the best practic-

“

“

es that make them efficient, profitable
and their member’s choice for home
mortgages.
I have seen the good, the great, but
also the challenges. That work has been
invaluable as I curate each year’s programs and educational offerings for
ACUMA. The two go hand-in-hand:
the consulting keeps me in the loop;
ACUMA benefits by anticipating and
filling the needs of its members.
YOU CAN HELP
What is my request of you in 2020? It’s
simple. Help me and the team at ACUMA continue to bring you speakers
and experts on the topics that you need
most. Let me know the issues you want
to network with your peers. Bring me
your challenges so we can help.
Equally as important: Share with us
your successes and your ‘‘wins’’ so that
we can learn from each other. Bottom
line, I want to hear from you:
Have you heard a speaker you think
our members could learn from?
Drop me a line.
Are you trying to develop a new

strategy, product or process and
would like to network with others?
Let me know.
What about a dreaded compliance
conundrum? There is a good chance
that if it’s on your mind, it’s on the
minds of others.
ACUMA is your organization, you
have my promise I will work hard for
you to ensure it continues to bring you
value and help your real estate program
shine.
OH, AND ONE MORE THING
P.S. Want to make sure we can stay in
touch with you? Put ACUMA on your
“safe sender” email list, and make sure
we have your current contact info/
email addresses.

Tracy Ashfield is the President
of ACUMA. She can be reached
at tashfield@acuma.org
or (877) 442-2862.

Keep Up with Developments
on Mortgage Regulatory Issues
From ACUMA

S

itting in front of your computer screen, you see an email pop up. The subject
line begins “ACUMA Regulatory Alert.”
What do you do? Well, we hope
you open the email and learn about the
important change that is being discussed
with regard to a regulatory matter affecting mortgage lending.
We know you get lots of emails; in fact, ACUMA sends a few of them to its
members. But we take care to send only important news from our association to
you and your credit union.
Regulatory Alerts are one of ACUMA’s member benefits. The underlying regulatory issues are those we deem very important for mortgage-lending credit unions.
Alerts are generally shared with ACUMA members during comment periods
for proposed regulatory, often by the CFPB, the FHFA and the NCUA.
“ACUMA believes that our members should be aware of regulatory issues affecting their mortgage lending business,” said Tracy Ashfield, ACUMA President.
“Our Regulatory Alerts help them understand what regulatory issues are ‘in play’
and how they can affect the outcome of the situation by talking an active role.”
Often, credit union leaders are urged to provide comments on how the change
would affect them—for better or worse—and provide examples with data and
metrics to support their positions.
To help them do this, ACUMA’s Regulatory Alerts include detailed information, including:
Issue summary.
Deadline for action.
Impact of regulation.
Our Regulatory

Recommendations/Suggestions for making your viewAlerts help
point known.
[members]
How to submit comments.
understand
ACUMA does not take positions on these regulatory issues;
the association simply makes members aware of the changes bewhat’s taking
ing proposed and how mortgage-lending credit unions can place and how
make their voices heard, no matter how they stand on the issue.
they can affect
Recent Alerts have shared details about:
the outcome.
TRID Changes.
The Homeownership Access Act.
HMDA Reporting Rules.
Appraisal Thresholds.
To view alerts, go to the ACUMA website’s “Members Only” section and
log in with your ACUMA user name or email address, and password. (If you
are a member but don’t have a member password, contact TeamACUMA@
acuma.org/.)
“We urge our members to become active in regulations that help credit
unions put more members in homes—and help you do your jobs more easily,”
Ashfield said.

“

“
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A MESSAGE FROM
ACUMA BOARD

Jason Sasena

Strategies for Building
and Keeping a
Top-Notch Team
Intentional Retention
Strategies Can Help
Grow Your Business
By Jason Sasena

I

n my first years as an ACUMA Board Member, I have had the
opportunity to expand my contacts with the mortgage-lending
industry in general and credit union lending in particular. Our
association makes it possible for mortgage-lending credit unions
to take advantage of wonderful networking and educational events.
The events—and the people participating—played a large role
in what attracted me to ACUMA and what motivated me to pursue
a leadership role within the organization.
Over the past year I have been honored to have the opportunity
to talk about building high-performance mortgage-lending
teams with industry peers at ACUMA, CUNA Lending and the
Mortgage Bankers Association. My presentations primarily dive
into recruiting tactics and the value exchange platform—two very
important steps to attract new top talent and keep it.

But an area that sometimes remains
in the shadows is the strength of intentional retention strategies. This necessary element in attracting talent carries
equal weight, if not more, than those
first two steps.
According to LinkedIn, 20% to 40%
of the labor force is actively looking for
a new opportunity. While the percentage of active candidates can vary, we
would be foolish to believe this statistic
does not apply to our own staffs.

4
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PROVIDE COMPELLING
VALUE EXCHANGE
Much of what would attract new top
talent is the same of what keeps your
top talent at your own organization. As
you build out a value-exchange platform to attract new talent, what are you
doing to make it continuously attractive to retain your team?
The biggest opportunities in recruiting to attract the passive candidates is
when there is a trigger moment that

will push a prospective recruit to make
a move. When trigger events happen—
such as lack of confidence in a leader,
compensation changes, disruptive organizational change and lack of an engaged
executive management—our teams are
vulnerable to recruitment efforts, and
strong recruiters will be calling.
Here are a few retention strategies
that I have found to be successful to reduce attrition for all roles and ultimately fuel a healthy credit union mortgage
culture:
Lender Reputation: What are others’
perspectives on your organization? Do
those perspectives align with your vision, mission and core values? Gaps
can be an opportunity for recruiters.
Team Culture: Do you have the right
people in the right places—all focused
on the same mission? Common vision, purpose, respect and alignment
matter greatly to a successful team.
Fair Compensation: Does your
compensation support the market
rates to attract and retain top talent?
Looking at compensation as an expense instead of net profitability can
cause compensation plans that attract mediocre performers.
Product/Price/Eligibility: Do you
have the right product mix to serve
your market and arm your origination staff to effectively source sustainable business? Credit unions
have an advantage to offer portfolio
products that can create an advantage over the competition.
Operational Support/Efficiency:
Do you have the people, process
and technology in place to create a
frictionless experience to close loans
on time? This will lead to improved
member experience satisfaction and
positive Realtor referrals. It will also
keep your teams productivity high.
Scalable Technology: Are you committed to keeping a keen eye on consumer/member behavior and the
demand for experiences that technology can provide? Technology is
often focused on what it can solve
for consumer/member experience,
but making it easier for your own
staff to serve your members more effectively can create tremendous lift.

ngaged Executive Management:
E
How important is the mortgage business line to the overall organizational
strategy? Do your people feel it? A
successful mortgage business needs
to move with the markets. Having
an engaged executive management
team that is willing to invest will
keep your teams from looking at the
next opportunity.
‘LISTEN TO THE BOOTS
ON THE GROUND’
Another key strategy involves creating a highly communicative culture
that empowers input from all levels of
the organization as valuable to identify
gaps and leverage opportunities.
For example, in larger production
groups I have had success with creating
Mortgage Loan Officer Advisory Boards.
The board would be made up of 10 or
fewer MLOs that have volunteered to be
part of the group, giving them a direct
line of communication with the head
of mortgage—but without additional
leadership participating in order to create a safe environment. My Advisory
Boards would meet monthly for an

hour; MLOs would provide feedback,
concerns and opportunities. We would
flush through them, create a priority list
and try to move the needle.
The outcome was an opportunity to
work on things that had the highest
impact for the team while creating an
environment for them to express their
ideas and solve concerns.
INVEST IN STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Carmaker Henry Ford once said, “The
only thing worse than training your
employees and having them leave is
not training them and having them
stay.” I have been fortunate throughout my career to have had mentors,
coaches and bosses that supported this
growth mindset.
Investment comes in many ways
from internal to external skill-based
training. Some is also self-driven, like
an extra degree, certification or accreditation. I have also found value in
participating in industry organizations
and networking.
The networking at ACUMA opens
the doors to hundreds of other leaders
in the credit union mortgage space to

WHAT DOES THE ACUMA BOARD DO?

It Provides Guidance for the Non-Profit Association

ACUMA

is a non-profit association dedicated to advancing
mortgage lending within the credit union space. The ACUMA Board of
Directors sets governance for the association and provides guidance to
the ACUMA President.
A Board Member serves a three-year term. Terms are staggered. The
current Board has eight members. The Board Members are volunteers
who have a strong desire to give back to the Credit Union industry and
receive no compensation.
Officers of the Board (Chair, Vice
Chair, Treasurer and Secretary) are
selected by the entire Board at the
Organizational Meeting following
the Annual Meeting of the membership, normally held in September of
each year in conjunction with the annual Fall
Conference.
The time commitment

for a Board Member includes conference calls as needed and two inperson meetings each year, including
a planning session and the Organizational Meeting, and attending ACUMA conferences. In addition they
may also serve on standing or ad-hoc committees,
and participate in occasional special projects.

exchange knowledge and explore deep
dives with colleagues.
With credits unions and within
ACUMA, we have something special
that most other industries do not: our
cooperative structure that makes it safe
to exchange and share knowledge. It is
truly unique to collaborate with other
credit unions across the country to
share ideas, gain research and collaborate on best practices.
Use ACUMA and other industry organizations to network with your colleagues
on how the ideas presented here have been
implemented with successful results, as
well as to gain knowledge through our
mortgage-focused events (workshops,
conferences, webinars, etc.)
Jason Sasena is the Chief Lending Officer
at Westerra Credit Union. Sasena also
has held leadership roles with Lake
Michigan Credit Union, Kinecta Federal
Credit Union, JP Morgan Chase, GMAC
Residential Capital and ditech.com. He
is also a contributing author of “The
Mortgage Professional’s Handbook.”
Sasena has been an ACUMA Board
Member since 2018.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE
FOR A BOARD SEAT?
To be eligible for a Board
position, you must:
 e a member of ACUMA’s
B
Primary Member Organizations (CUs and CUSOs).
 erve as an employee of a
S
Primary Member Organization.
 ccept ACUMA’s policies and
A
rules of governance.
 ave the support of your
H
own credit union for serving
on the board.
When openings for the Board
of Directors become available,
ACUMA would welcome interested candidates. Openings will
be communicated to ACUMA
members through our website
and the Pipeline magazine.
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Introducing Genworth’s NEW eBook

4 Steps to
Successful
Marketing for
Loan Officers
Learn how to:
Derive marketing goals from your
business goals
Create and use several types of
marketing content like blog posts,
images, and videos
Develop a manageable social
media schedule
Repurpose marketing content for
in-person applications like events
and open houses

Download the eBook now at
pages.genworth.com/ebook

00913.0120 ©2020 Genworth Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
Genworth Mortgage Insurance underwriters include: Genworth Mortgage Insurance
Corporation and Genworth Mortgage Insurance Corporation of North Carolina
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REGULATION &
LEGISLATION

John J. McKechnie

Calabria Presses Ahead
with Restructuring in Effort to
End GSE Conservatorships
Capital

RETOOLING
By John J. McKechnie

F

HFA Director Mark
Calabria spent last fall
continuing his work on
restructuring, recapitalizing,
and eventually, releasing
Fannie Mae and Freddie
FANNIE MAE
Mac from their 11-year
conservatorships. These moves
could have significant and farreaching effects on the housing
finance market—effects to
which credit unions should pay close attention.
The first and arguably most important step is the soon-to-be
released FHFA plan to recapitalize the failed mortgage giants. It
will be a new regulation that sets capital requirements for Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac, and it will be proposed early this year. This
means that FHFA is pushing back the timeline for releasing the
companies from conservatorship—at one time, speculation was
that the GSEs could exit government control in 2021. Now, there is
a longer horizon.

8
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FREDDIE MAC

According to sources at FHFA, the
agency had deliberated for months over
whether it would be able to make marginal changes to the capital rule proposed in June 2018 under former director Mel Watt, or whether it would need
to start from scratch. Clearly, Calabria
and his top advisors decided to go back
to square one.
In several speeches, Calabria pointed
to developments since the Watt Era—
namely Treasury and FHFA’s decision

“

is considering legislation
EXPECT NEW OR REVISED
that would give lenders
FHFA REGULATIONS
a choice between using
What the brave new post-Fannie/
Appendix Q, a set of unFreddie conservatorship world
We plan
poplar standards cited
will look like is more difficult to
to
be
a
by the CFPB for comdetermine. Calabria has provided
much
more
plying with the qualino specific vision for future GSE
fied mortgage rule’s 43%
data-driven
activities, beyond his expectation
debt-to-income limit,
that they will compete with priregulator
and guidelines used by
vate capital in a new secondary
than we did
Fannie and Freddie that
market.
in
the
past.
determine ability to reBut Calabria also says that the
pay. Senior FHFA staff
GSEs have a large number of
say Calabria believes
supervisory issues that will be
QM ultimately needs a
addressed through new or relegislative fix.
vised FHFA regulations. These
include more rigorous and stringent
 Calabria also said that the he is also
appraisal standards, a response to exfocused on transitioning Fannie
pected changes in qualified mortgage
and Freddie from the London In(QM) underwriting policies, and FHFA
terbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) to a
guidance on how Fannie and Freddie
new benchmark. “If you ask me what
will deal with the shift in interest rate
topic I’ve spent more time on than I
benchmarks.
thought I would coming in, it’s LICAPITALIZATION PROCESS
BOR transition,” Calabria said. “LIS pecific to the appraisal issue, it
SEEN AS KEY
BOR is going away. … At some point
is clear that Calabria believes that
Again, the capitalization process is the
in the middle of next year, we will inchanges
to
Fannie/Fredkey. In a mid-November
struct Fannie and Freddie to no londie
appraisal
standards
and
press conference, Calabria
ger purchase LIBOR [adjustable-rate
practices have the potential
said explicitly that, while
mortgages].”
to completely reshape the
he expects Fannie Mae and
landscape of the appraisal
During the
Freddie Mac to be out of
CALABRIA CHARTS
industry. Because of that,
government control by the
process of
DIFFERENT COURSE
Calabria said “I think it’s
time his term ends in 2024,
the [ capital
Regardless of outcomes, the contrast
important that we press
that will not happen unless
between Director Calabria and his
] rulemaking,
pause, that we do a request
they hold sufficient capital.
predecessors is apparent, and growing
important issues for information, that we
“I certainly hope and exmore so every day. “We plan to be a
hear from stakeholders
were identified
pect they will leave before I
much more data-driven regulator than
such as those in the appraisleave,” Calabria commented.
that will be
we did in the past,” Calabria said, notal industry, and that we are
“If they’re not ready, they’re
addressed in
ing that FHFA is currently lacking a
thoughtful about how this
not ready. And I’m not going
sufficient number of Ph.D. economists.
the
re-proposal.
transpires without simply
to force them out.”
“If we can get data out that market parsaying go.”
[ The rule ] will
Calabria added that he exticipants and regulators find useful,
be finalized
pects initial public offerings
FHFA has also been rewe’re going to get it out.”
from Fannie and Freddie in
viewing next steps regardwithin a timeline
Amid all this uncertainty, one thing
the next few years. “If all is
ing the Consumer Finanfully consistent
is certain: credit union mortgage lendgoing well, [in] 2021, 2022
cial Protection Bureau’s
ers need to be agile and flexible as these
with
ending
the
we will see very large public
Qualified Mortgage rule,
changes play out.
conservatorships.
offerings from these compawhich requires lenders to
nies,” Calabria said during
assess a borrower’s abilJohn J. McKechnie is a partner at Total
a speech to the Conference
ity to repay. Fannie- and
Spectrum, a Washington, D.C.-based
of State Bank Supervisors
Freddie-backed loans are
team of companies providing strategic
automatically deemed QM compliant.
in November. “We will be
counsel and effective plan implementation
But that exemption, known as the QM
allowing these companies to raise the
using advocacy, research, communications
patch, will sunset in January 2021, and the
capital they need so they can get out.
and political engagement. You can reach
CFPB has said it intends to let the patch
That could tee up a conservatorship exit
him at (202) 544-9601 or jmckechnie@
totalspectrumsga.com.
expire. The House of Representatives
around 2022 or 2023.”
in September to allow Fannie and Freddie to start retaining earnings—as the
reason for going back to the drawing
board.
“In fairness to all interested parties,
the comments submitted during the
previous rulemaking were submitted
under a different set of assumptions
about the future of the enterprises,” Calabria said in a statement. “During the
process of the rulemaking, important
issues were identified that will be addressed in the re-proposal.” The rule, he
added, “will be finalized within a timeline fully consistent with ending the
conservatorships.”
So, when will the conservatorships finally end? And what other reforms are
being planned that will reshape the way
Fannie and Freddie function when they
do restart independent operations?

“

“

“
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COMPLIANCE

Michael Christians

A Host of Compliance
Rules Face Revisions
in 2020
By Michael Christians

A

nother busy year awaits credit
unions from a regulatory
compliance perspective. On
December 26, 2019, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) published its
annual regulatory agenda. It covers the CFPB’s
anticipated rulemaking activities from October
1, 2019 through September 30, 2020, the federal
government’s fiscal year.
The agenda includes a variety of issues well
known to credit unions, including HMDA, the
QM GSE patch, remittance transfers and loan
originator compensation.
Here are the highlights:
Data Collection for WomenOwned, Minority-Owned and
Small Businesses
Section 1071 of the Dodd-Frank Act
requires the CFPB to prescribe rules
for the collection of information in applications for credit submitted by women-owned, minority-owned and small

10
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businesses. Expect rulemaking to commence in the new year to address the
following statutory requirements:
Creditors will be required to collect
certain information such as the purpose of the loan, the census tract in
which the entity’s principal place of
business is located and the gross annual revenue of the business during
its last fiscal year.

 is information must be submitted
Th
to the CFPB annually and retained
by the creditor for a period of three
years.
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
(HMDA)
The CFPB anticipates issuing a final
rule this spring to increase the transactional coverage threshold for closed-

end mortgage loans to
either 50 or 100 loans in
each of the two preceding
calendar years. Remember
that the CFPB has already
temporarily extended the
transactional
coverage
threshold for open-end
mortgage loans (500) for
an additional two years.
In addition, the CFPB
is expected to take action
this summer on its Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPR). The
May 2019 ANPR sought
commentary
regarding
whether to make changes
to the data points currently
required for collection under Regulation C.

“

The CFPB
anticipates issuing
a final rule this
spring to increase
the transactional
coverage
threshold for
closed-end
mortgage loans
to either 50
or 100 loans
in each of the
two preceding
calendar years.

Regulation F
Regulation F implements the requirements of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. It makes it illegal for a debt
collector to engage in unfair, deceptive
or abusive acts or practices while attempting to collect a debt. In May 2019,
the CFPB issued a proposed rule identifying several substantive changes to
Regulation F. The CFPB anticipates taking final action with regard to Regulation F sometime this year.
(Note: Most financial institutions will
not be affected by these changes; Regulation F only applies to those who regularly collect, or attempt to collect, a debt
owed to another.)
Remittance Transfers
Subpart B of Regulation E contains the
requirements for remittance transfers,
defined as the electronic transfer of

quirements of Regulation Z.
Loan Originator
Compensation
Based on feedback that certain provisions of its loan originator compensation requirements are unnecessarily restrictive, the CFPB is considering
further rulemaking to address the
following:
Permitting adjustments to a loan originator’s compensation to facilitate the
origination of state housing finance
authority loans.
Permitting adjustments to a loan originator’s compensation due to errors
made during the origination process.

E-Sign Act
Qualified Mortgage
The CFPB is considering a rule to adGSE Patch
dress a range of issues related to the
Under certain conditions, a fi- Electronic Signatures in Global and Nanancial institution
tional Commerce (E-Sign) Act
may originate a
and credit cards. Any potential
loan as a qualified
rulemaking would make it easmortgage (QM)
ier for consumers to apply for
It is possible
even if the borrower’s debtand receive information about
to-income (DTI) ratio exthat the CFPB credit cards via electronic
ceeds 43%. Under the GSE
channels.
will engage
patch, if a loan with a DTI
in further
ratio over 43% is eligible for
Regulatory Flexibility Act
rulemaking this The Regulatory Flexibility Act
sale to the secondary market
year regarding requires the CFPB to considat the time of consummation, the loan may be consider how its rulemakings have
the QM
ered a QM even if retained in requirements of impacted small businesses.
the creditor’s portfolio. The
According to the regulatory
Regulation Z.
catch is that the GSE patch
agenda, the CFPB plans to reis only temporary; it is set to
view the following this year:
expire on January 1, 2021.
Regulation E’s rules con
In July 2019, the CFPB iscerning overdrafts.
sued an ANPR indicating that it plans to
The Credit Card Accountability, Reallow the GSE patch to expire as origisponsibility and Disclosure (CARD)
nally scheduled. However, the ANPR
Act.
also sought commentary on the following questions:
As principal of Michael Christians
Should the QM requirements continConsulting, Christians assists financial
ue to demand a maximum DTI ratio,
institutions with ensuring their
and if so, should that remain at the
compliance programs conform to federal
current 43%?
laws and regulations. He provides counsel
Should the QM underwriting stanon current rules, assists with the strategic
dards found in Appendix Q to Reguimplementation of regulatory changes
lation Z be retained as is, amended, or
and offers customized education and
eliminated altogether?
training services. For more information,
Given these questions, it is possible that
visit mchristiansconsulting.com. This
the CFPB will engage in further rulearticle, originally published on Christians’s
website, is used with permission.
making this year regarding the QM re-

“

Payday, Vehicle Title
and Certain High-Cost
Installment Loans
In February 2019, the
CFPB issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to rescind the mandatory underwriting provisions of its
Payday, Vehicle Title and Certain HighCost Installment Loans rule. The CFPB
expects to take final action with regard
to this NPRM in April.

funds from a consumer in the
United States to a receiver in
a foreign country. Currently,
the requirements do not apply to financial institutions
that provide 100 or fewer
remittance transfers in a calendar year. In April 2019 the
CFPB issued a request for information, that among other
things, sought commentary
as to whether or not to raise
this threshold. The regulatory
agenda states that the CFPB
will continue its work related
to any potential remittance
transfer rulemaking into the
new year.

“
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To Win (and Keep)
Customers, Originators
Must Become
Strategic
COURSE
Sellers
OF ACTION
RI
C GHT
NUrTUR HOICE
GE CAMP E
AIGNS
CHAN

By Patricia Sherlock
QFS Sales Solutions

M

STR
PArtnAeTrEGIC
ships

ortgage sales
is not an
easy profession. Today, mortgage
originators are challenged with intense
lender
competition
and knowledgeable
consumers who have access to unlimited mortgage information on the Internet. They are
also expected to know all product and underwriting guidelines
while marketing their personal brand. To complicate the selling
process, consumers start the homebuying process before the originator is even aware of it!
Succeeding in a competitive mortgage marketplace requires
originators to adopt a higher level of selling: It means being a strategic selling partner to their referral sources and customers.
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A strategic partner selling strategy
involves creating trust, adding value
to every interaction and helping clients succeed in the future. This is a
tall order and is way more than completing the current transaction in a
timely manner and knowing mortgage
products. Strategic partner selling demands a more proactive mindset and
sales approach that aligns an originator’s targeted marketing plan with
higher selling performance practices.
TRANSACTIONAL
SELLING MODEL
After many years of declining interest
rates, mortgage originators have had
plentiful refinance customers coming
to them. This constant flow of refinance
volume has resulted in a reactive selling
model.
With a reactive selling model, originators have failed to cultivate a deep relationship with their borrowers while totally ignoring their Realtor referral sources.
When the mortgage markets moved
to purchase money in the first part
of 2019, originators and their credit
unions had a difficult time generating
volume and revenue. Depending on
declining interest rates is a dangerous
business practice because an originator
cannot control the timing and direction of interest rate changes.
The long-term impact of reactive
selling practices is a shift to more transactional relationships where customers do not feel loyal to originators and
referral sources believe they have been
abandoned for easier refinance lending.
The consumer’s home-buying journey has fundamentally changed with
prospective homeowners seeking easy
access to housing and lending information on the Internet. The rise of Zillow,
Redfin and other housing information
companies in the online real estate
marketplace has further demystified
the house hunting and lending process.
How can an originator win in this
new world of selling? The answer is
to become a strategic selling partner.
STRATEGIC PARTNER
SELLING MODEL
Being a strategic partner is the path

“

loan information that can be
property owner or a referobtained on the web.
ral source wants to become
Originators who sell clients
a top agent, a strategic parton their great service levels are
ner helps them to make the
Change is
also facing the same challenge constant today changes needed to achieve
because their competitors are
future goals.
and originators
making similar claims.
To achieve the strateUnless there is something should be well- gic partner selling level, an
prepared to
that is truly unique regardoriginator must be current
ing either product or service, help their clients on all financial issues in
originators will not be makbanking—not just mortgage
navigate the
ing a persuasive argument to
banking—and what impacts
challenges ahead
potential clients that they are
their client’s financial life and
to reach their
really different from hundreds
business. They also should be
of other originators. Being an- respective goals. knowledgeable on where the
other me-too originator is not
industry and financial marenough to convince prospects
ketplace are headed.
to call that originator first.
Change is constant today
Are you selling outcomes?
and originators should be well-prepared
Originators who focus on outcomes
to help their clients navigate the challengare operating at a higher level than a
es ahead to reach their respective goals.
product or service seller. An outcome
Keeping on top of financial issues reselling approach is when originators
quires a salesperson to read and learn
DISTINGUISHING A STRATEGIC
share their expertise to deliver a spethe latest in the industry. For some origPARTNER MODEL
cific business outcome. Originators
inators, this means hiring an accountWhat distinguishes a strategic partner
who use this approach look at the proability coach and attending advanced
model from other selling strategies?
posed relationship and business issue
sales training classes. For others, readHere are some questions to ask:
through
the
lens
of
a
potential
client’s
ing books and listening to podcasts will
Are you selling product and service?
concerns
and
not
from
their
own
peraccomplish the goal.
Today mortgage products are a comsonal
interests.
There is no easy way to be on top of
modity. Whether offered by indepenAn outcome seller understands the
the industry and the issues it faces. It redent mortgage bankers, banks or credit
client’s specific needs and issues. Many
quires personal time and investment to
unions, mortgage products are similar
times, a client might not even be aware
be made to provide the correct advice
with only minor differences between
of the issues but the outcome seller
to today’s informed consumers and relenders. What makes the difference in
presents them for the client’s considerferral sources.
the customer’s journey is how the salesation.
An
example
of
an
action
taken
While some lenders will financially
person manages the client during and
by
an
outcome
seller
is
that
they
may
support
these efforts, others might
after the loan has closed. Even if a mortpass
on
a
loan
if
it
is
not
in
the
best
innot. Then, an originator must make
gage product is unique, the competition
terest of the buyer of their services.
these investments themselves. The
will quickly copy it. A perfect recent exThe goal of an outcome seller is
payoff will be that by operating at the
ample is “doctor loans” that were once
to establish a long-term
highest level of selling, an originator is
unique and have become
relationship
—a stream of
not likely to be replaced by a product
quickly commonplace.
selling opportunities that
and service seller or outcome sellers.
When originators sell using
are
based
on
being
a
trusted
a product-centered approach,
[ Originators
advisor who customers will
THE GAME PLAN FOR DISPLACING
they are not distinguishmust
establish
]
a
contact
before
reaching
out
YOUR COMPETITION
able from other originators
To replace a current originator that the
because their products are personal brand in to anyone else.
Are you selling strategic
consumer or referral source has, there
relatively the same. A prod- their marketplace
partnerships?
are five steps an originator must impleuct-centered approach often
as an expert
The highest level of sellment:
results in price wars because
independent from ing is an outcome seller who
the salesperson’s expertise is
1 Becoming Top-of-Mind
not perceived by the client as their credit union’s provides the added benefit of
In today’s world of everyone having
helping the client be successbrand.
important to their transacaccess to unlimited information, an
ful today and in the future.
tion. When an originator sells
originator should share quality ideas
Whether a consumer wants
by just explaining the details
that will help a client make their desired
to be become an investment
of a mortgage product, this is
changes to their life or business. Qualforward for all originators. While every
originator wants to be thought of as a
trusted advisor, actually being one requires hard work. The end goal is to be
the first contact when former customers or referral sources want to purchase
a new home or if they know of someone
who needs mortgage lending assistance.
The originator is always challenged to
stay top-of-mind among prospects in
the new world of origination.
To be the first contact doesn’t happen
by chance in a purchase money environment. It is a result of an originator establishing a personal brand in their marketplace as an expert independent from
their credit union’s brand. In today’s
selling world, this requires an originator to forge a strategic partner relationship with their clients in order to displace the clients’ current competition.

“
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ity information
comes
from
credible sources
like Bloomberg,
Originators
Nashould be able Inman,
tional Mortgage
to answer
News and many
the important
others publicaquestion of why tions that write
about
trends
they are the
right person to that are shaping the financial
provide lending
world. Sending
solutions.
out curated articles and sharing them should
always be sent
with originator’s insights.
The best way to scale the information
to clients and prospects is to use social selling platforms. Valuable content
should be shared frequently and consistently, according to the frequency the
client wants. Valuable content should
also include a case for change and how
the originator can help potential clients
reach their personal goals.
2 Regular Nurture Campaigns
Using Video and Phone
Sending emails to top Realtors and targeted consumers is not as effective as it
once was to make a connection. Emails
are now simply deleted when not coming from a trusted person.
Instead, an originator should share
valuable content using video and pictures like infographics. Visual mediums provide a higher reception because
people believe what they can see. The
truism that seeing is believing applies
to originator’s marketing.
3 Making the Case for Change
The case for a referral source or consumer changing their current originator rests on an individual salesperson’s
ability to present how real estate industry fluctuations will impact the customer and how the originator can help the
client make the best choices in volatile
markets.
4 Why You Are the Right Choice
Top performing referral sources and
knowledgeable consumers are solicited
by multiple lenders every day. Originators should be able to answer the impor-

“
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tant question of why they are the right
person to provide lending solutions.
A good way to reinforce “why change
is worth it” is to provide social proof
that the originator has helped other clients achieve their goals. Providing data
from trusted third parties is a powerful
way to show an originator’s expertise
and credibility. Video testimonials are
the most impactful while written testimonials from mutual connections are
another way to show how an originator
has helped their clients.
5 Showing the Best Course of
Action to Change
When originators share their insights
on action steps that individuals should
take to achieve their financial goals,
this is where the rubber meets the road.
Replacing another lender, an originator
should convey how the client’s potential targets should change.
Sharing examples of the type of
things necessary can range from: showing a referral source how to conduct a
webinar or run a podcast or livestream
their open houses. For a consumer,
originators might share how recent tax
law changes will impact them financially.
The topics are unlimited and are tangible steps that a trusted advisor provides to deliver the most value to their
clients.
Remember: The future of mortgage
sales is bright for the originators who
operate at the highest level of selling as
a strategic partner. Your customers and
referral sources are demanding this
level of expertise from you.
Patricia Sherlock is
President of QFS Sales
Solutions, a sales
training and consulting
firm that helps credit
unions improve hiring
results and sales
Patricia Sherlock
productivity. QFS has
a complete learning system that includes
assessment, training customization
and reinforcement. The firm’s focus
is on lead generation and sales
management. Sherlock can be contacted
at www.patsherlock.com or psherlock@
qfsconsulting.com.

Top Sales Leaders
Offer Sales Tips
Jason Sasena,
Chief Lending Officer,
Westerra Credit Union:
“Originators should focus on
things that drive continued
success—such as knowledge
on the latest changes in
guidelines, capital markets,
regulations and consumer
trends.
“Anyone can do the easy
loans. Consumers and referral
partners value those that can
provide more options, think
deeper, and make the tough
deals work.
“If you are going to be
great in sales, you need to
ask yourselves how much
time are you spending on the
activities that will drive success
like prospecting, marketing
and lead nurturing. The top
producers find the time to do
these activities.”

Alissa Sykes,
Chief Growth Officer,
Sunmark Federal
Credit Union:
“There are several strategies
that I see top originators
performing with their members:
They don’t forget to ask for
referrals from their clients and
partners.
“They consistently conduct
marketing drip campaigns
to past clients whether it is
birthday messages, anniversary
messages, etc.
“They are relentless communicators.
“They look to save their
member’s money and not just
with the mortgage products.
When an originator offers other
products including investment
and insurance products, the
members don’t look at them
just as another salesperson.
This sales approach conveys to
the members that they want
a long-term relationship with
them.”

MARKETING
MORTGAGES

How to
Make Selling
Unnecessary
Rethinking What We Know
About Sales and Marketing
By Blaine Rada
Arch MI

M

all have in the mortgage industry is we
tend to look at everything through the
eyes of a mortgage professional, which
isn’t who we’re selling to. The problems
we solve—and even the language we
things.
use—need to be from the member’s
Marketing should first get someone’s attention and then help to perspective.
This may seem obvious, but it isn’t as
establish whether or not the product or service being marketed is
easy as it sounds. The reaction you want
the best fit for the buyer.
to get from people is, “Tell me more,”
not “So what?”
Marketing authentically from the
member’s
perspective will help ensure
what it was about? Or worse
Let’s talk about some attention-getyour
message is relevant to
yet, couldn’t recall the comting ideas to establish your credit union
them.
Just consider for a mopany or product being adveras a solid fit for your customer, and difment
what
gets your attention
tised? This happens to me all
ferentiate it from all of the other choices
when you’re visiting a website
the time.
your members have.
The best
or scrolling through a social
Getting attention isn’t
Because if your marketing looks and
marketing
is
a
media feed. Which posts, videnough. To be memorable,
sounds like every other lender’s, how
eos and content will you actucombination
the message needs to be aucan you stand out from the competially take the time to review as
of three M’s:
thentic and relevant. Authention?
tic marketing is transparent, Market, Method opposed to just scrolling by?
With the exception of entereven vulnerable at times. It
CLEAR VS. CLEVER
and Message. tainment (think puppy videos),
approaches the consumer
Most marketing messages attempt to
what gets your attention is what
from their perspective, not
be clever, as if getting attention is the
is relevant and valuable, as if it’s
yours.
only thing that matters. Have you ever
speaking directly to you.
One of the challenges we
watched a commercial and had no idea

arketing isn’t about getting the sale. Don’t get me wrong,
effective marketing can lead to sales, but I believe most
marketing is ineffective because it focuses on the wrong

“
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“

fives, I stopped long enough
corporate psychographic atto listen to their concerns
tributes of the company’s best
and then gave them a hug
customers—many of whom
Do you use
before speaking to someone
are successful “hard-chargers”
social media
else? I wouldn’t be able to
who like attention and will
get to as many people this
splurge on certain purchases to
because it’s
way, but I would have made
reward themselves.
efficient or
a connection with the peoWhen you can speak to the
do you want
ple I listened to and hugged.
psychographics and not just
it to be truly
A high-five is making
the demographics, people will
effective?
contact. A hug is making
feel like you really understand
a connection. Social methem.
dia can be a high-five or a
After defining the market
hug depending on how you
you want to reach, you should
choose to use it.
consider the method you’ll use to reach
your prospects. The best way to do this
UN-MARKETING
is to “be where they are.”
Perhaps what I’m suggesting is that
If you want to reach younger borwe get better at un-marketing, doing
rowers, where do they go for informathings differently than everyone else. I
tion about mortgages? YouTube is the
don’t have anything against the tradisecond-largest search engine behind
tional approaches to sales and marketGoogle. If you don’t have any videos
ing, but why would you want to do what
on YouTube, you’re missing out on a
everyone else does when you’re trying
key opportunity to connect with young
to differentiate yourself and stand out?
people searching there for information
Instead:
about mortgage loans.
Once you know the market you want
Focus on being clear, instead of being
to attract and the method you’ll use to
THE THREE M’s
clever.
get
their
attention,
you
need
to
focus
The best marketing is a combination
Tell people how you can reduce the
on your message. I’ve already said a lot
of three M’s: Market, Method and
pain of getting a mortgage.
about this, but your message needs to
Message.
Align your market, method and mealign with the market and method to be
The market is your desired audience.
dia to achieve a connection with your
effective. The worst examples I see are
Who are you trying to speak to? We
customers rather than just establishoften on social media platforms, where
often think of demographics to answer
ing contact.
the intent appears to simply be to reach
this question. Demographics are easily
By doing these three things, “selling”
as many people as possible.
identified or measured, including age,
in the traditional sense really can begender, marital status, first-time buycome unnecessary.
CONNECT VS. CONTACT
ers, etc.
Two paths lie before you. One is more
Social media can be an amazing platThat’s a good starting point, but I’d
efficient; the other is more effective.
form to create connection, but many
like to suggest you go even deeper and
Which one will you choose?
CUs don’t do it well. It really comes
look at something called psychographdown to intent. Do you use social meics. A person’s psychographic profile
Blaine Rada is the
dia because it’s efficient or do
is internal—relating to their
Senior National Trainer
you want it to be truly effecfeelings, desires, concerns
and Instructional
tive?
and attitudes.
Designer for Arch
You
often
can’t
have
both,
You see psychographics
Mortgage Insurance.
Getting
which means you have to sacat work in ads by real esattention isn’t rifice one for the other. If I at- A thought leader with
tate developers emphasizing
more than 30 years
Blaine Rada
enough. To be tend a networking event and
sustainable features such as
of mortgage industry
energy-efficient appliances memorable, the just walk around the room
experience, Rada’s focus is on helping
in response to surveys show- message needs high-fiving people, I can say
organizations rise above the competition.
ing that many potential buy- to be authentic at the end of the event that I
He holds a Certificate in Distance
contacted
a
lot
of
people,
and
Education from Indiana University.
ers are focused on reducing
and
relevant.
Rada also holds the highest designation
you already know that was
their environmental impact.
from the National Speakers Association,
probably a waste of my time.
In another example, ads
that of Certified Speaking Professional.
What if, instead of highfor Porsche sports cars inPAIN OR PLEASURE?
Most marketing focuses on either enhancing pleasure or reducing pain.
What I often see in mortgage marketing
is mostly focused on pleasure. Quicken
Loans’ “Push Button, Get Mortgage”
campaign is an example of this.
But isn’t there some pain involved in
getting a mortgage? Isn’t there a good
chance many borrowers will experience some pain in how long the process
takes or the amount of documentation
that is required?
My suggestion is that you ponder
your answer to the following question:
How is your CU the fast-acting pain reliever for mortgage headaches?
I’m not suggesting you focus on the
pain of getting a mortgage. But if you
can identify how you make the process
less painful and communicate that to
your members, they’ll not only find it
compelling, they’ll feel like you understand them and have their best interests
at heart. Again, the reaction you want
from them is “Tell me more.”

“
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Raise Your Game
5 Marketing Best
Practices to Make
You More Effective
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inding effective ways to maximize your marketing activities
can be simple—even when the budget is tight. You can develop techniques that position your organization for success.
These five tried-and-true tactics can help you identify new ways to
reach and engage prospective and existing customers.
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By Shannon Finberg
Fannie Mae

1 Connect with your Audience
through Social Media
Social media offers a cost-effective opportunity to participate in online conversations with your customers through
the use of informative and timely text or
visual media posts, such as photos, infographics, animations and videos. You
can gain an understanding of how customers interact with your products and
services, especially since online digital
media make it possible for customers
to buy, use and talk about a product or
service in real time.
You can also demonstrate great cus-

E
LIZ

tomer service by responding
tomer questions right in the
post. Additionally, organizations can gain insights to
their customers’ experiences
and product preferences
through these interactions.
In
2017,
Amazon
launched an image-focused
social media channel called
“Spark” to increase customer
engagement with its products. Customers participated
by selecting and following
their interest areas and dis-

to cus-

covering relevant content from a feed
in which customers contribute images,
ideas and stories about products they
enjoy.
The channel has evolved into a new
feature called #FoundItOnAmazon
(LINK: https://www.amazon.com/finds/
story/b7f92ae4-6370-45f7-9908-9f75c1cb2867), which leverages a popular
hashtag trend so customers
can share their finds.

“

Email marketing
lets you deliver
a well-crafted
message with a
personal touch
in a variety of
ways.

“

2 Provide High-Value and
Relevant Content
Creating the right content can
establish a connection with
your audience. Content that
incorporates emotion, such as
nostalgia, delivered through
the company’s unique voice
at the right time and the right
medium, can resonate with
the customer. It doesn’t have
to be time consuming to cre-

checking account products. The credit
ate good content.
union sent an email series to 140,000
Since content marketing requires
contacts. The campaign resulted in
planning but should be timely, tem2,400 downloads of its content and
plates are helpful when adhering to
5,500 new and upgraded accounts.
time constraints and restricted budgets. They package content into a
4 Use Video to Boost Online
structure, layout and design that can
Website Traffic
clearly get the message across in a
Video is a powerful and effective way
consistent way.
to deliver information, and it provides
Templates let you add targeted inforseveral advantages. Studies show that
mation or modify content to maintain
the use of images quickly draws the
your company’s visual identity and proviewers’ attention.
vide immediate value without requirFor example, researchers at the
ing a lot of time and resources.
Rotterdam School of Management
For example, the Fannie Mae Marketing
analyzed brain scans (LINK:https: //
Center (LINK: https://www.fanniemae.
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w at c h ? v = F K
com/singlefamily/marketing-center ) is
s i 0 y Hw o a s & f e at u re = e mb _ t it l e )
a free online tool where housto learn about the engageing professionals can access
ment levels of videos. They
and customize templates for
found the combination of
marketing and informational
images and sounds along
Video is a
materials to support their
with an engaging story can
home purchase and refinancepowerful and motivate the viewer to act.
related outreach.
Video can increase the
effective way

“

time people spend on your
3 Send Targeted and
to deliver
website as well. The enPersonalized Messages to
information.
gagement can help convert
Inboxes
Studies
show
prospects to customers, esEmail marketing continues to
that
the
use
pecially when the video is
be a stable and effective marincorporated on a topic-speketing investment. It lets you
of images
deliver a well-crafted mesquickly draws cific web page.
Businesses often use video
sage with a personal touch in
the viewers’
to show expertise and leada variety of ways that include
attention.
ership. They use interviews
sharing product news and
and advice, feature events
highlighting customer suc(such as roundtable discuscesses.
sions, seminars, and conferYou can reach large numences), and explain and demonstrate
bers of prospects and existing customnew products, services and concepts:
ers who chose to receive your promoNavy Federal Credit Union’s “Let’s
tional content on a continual basis. It
Talk Mortgage Loans” video (LINK:
is important to have a short informahttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
tional subject line that grabs attention
v=zD2Fte6AoBY) features two of
and a clear, simple message in the body
its mortgage experts addressing
of the email.
questions about mortgages and the
Redstone Federal Credit Union
homebuying process.
(RFCU) leveraged Marketo (LINK:
Arizona Federal Credit Union prohttps://www.marketo.com/customers/
vides a “How-To: Mobile Solution”
redstone-federal-credit-union/), a marvideo series (LINK: https://www.
keting automation platform, to help the
youtube.com/watch?v=suu3VtLobL
organization create a strategy to drive
w&list=PL0qkAVzoZqROAzinAFL0
awareness through outbound camYI0St_-teRYuZ) that informs people
paigns and landing pages on the credit
about mobile banking activities,
union’s website.
such as depositing a check, paying a
They used a cross-sell email cambill, and sending money.
paign that informed existing and proFannie Mae uses video as a tool to
spective members about RFCU’s new

“

explain the Desktop Underwriter®
(DU®) validation service product
(LINK: https://www.duvalidationcenter.com/) in a simple, easy-to-understand way.

5 Increase Engagement with
Memorable Experiences
Experiential marketing, also known
as engagement marketing, elevates the
customer experience. It immerses people in relevant, unforgettable events,
experiences and adventures. Customers
learn about the product, service and organization through an experience that
creates a personal feeling or memory
which can lead to long-lasting impressions and customer loyalty.
Experiential marketing can be as simple as associating the business with an
event. For instance, Bethpage Federal
Credit Union (LINK: https://www.bethpagefcu.com/) participated in one of the
largest and most respected air shows in
the country. The Bethpage Air Show
(LINK:http://bethpageairshow.com/media-info/) at Jones Beach State Park in
New York attracted more than 301,000
attendees. The credit union extended
the experience to its social media platforms by featuring images from the
event.
Remember: When it comes to marketing, the types of strategies you employ can make it possible to get a better
result for the amount you invest, especially when you have a strict marketing
budget.
Use proven strategies for success that
can save you time and money, and create a connection with prospective and
current customers.
Shannon Finberg is
the Senior Director
of Marketing for the
Single-Family Business
Division at Fannie Mae.
Her responsibilities
include developing and
executing the singleShannon Finberg
family marketing
strategy for new and existing affordable
housing products, programs and frontend technology initiatives. Finberg also
launches major strategic integrated
campaigns and innovative digital media
approaches.
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How to Use
Beacon Marketing Technology
to Grow Your Mortgage Business
By Ben Smidt, MA
MGIC

B

eacon marketing technology seems to be something of a
mystery for many in the mortgage and real estate business,
but the reality is this type of technology is nothing new. There
are many opportunities for mortgage loan officers and their real
estate referral partners to create a better, more immersive member
experience, build relationships in the communities they serve and
grow business.
Picture this: Walking by a local coffee shop, your client’s phone
buzzes to alert her of a free latte with her name on it—courtesy of
you, the loan officer. Or a couple attends an open house hosted
by you with a real estate referral partner and is treated to a fullybranded, pop-up-video-style experience, including remodel stats
and other helpful information pinging their phones as they enter
specific rooms.
Beacon marketing technology ultimately provides loan officers
another way to help grow mortgage business through the proximity
marketing channel, which is perfect for building relationships
within the localized communities you serve.
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Here’s an overview of beacon marketing and some ideas of how mortgage loan officers can start to incorporate beacon marketing technology with
members and real estate referral partners right now.
WHAT IS BEACON TECHNOLOGY?
Beacon technology provides rich contextual notifications to interested users
via the proximity marketing channel.
[LINK:www.marketing-schools.orgtypes- of-marketing/proximity-marketing.html] This means loan officers, real
estate agents—or anyone who has the
technology setup—can provide members an enhanced experience when
they are in range of a Bluetooth beacon.
The user must have an enabled mobile app (either proprietary or a thirdparty app like NearBee, available in
the App Store for iPhone and iPad) on
a smartphone or another device that
supports beacon technology. When the
user is in a location with a correlated
beacon, they receive a Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) coded message in the
form of a notification on their enabled

device. Notifications to an enabled device are triggered and delivered based
on location of the consumer.
The accompanying illustration shows
how beacon technology works.
HOW MLOs CAN GET STARTED
WITH BEACON MARKETING
What is attractive about Bluetooth beacon technology is that the consumer

BEACON TECHNOLOGY

doesn’t have to be the first
to act. Beacon marketing
allows you to push notifications via your own business
app to interested consumers
who are looking for added
value on specific items, topics or products.
Here’s a loan officer’s beacon marketing process in a
nutshell:
Download: Encourage
members to download
your
beacon-enabled
app.
Deploy: Place beacons in
locations where you plan
to engage clients.
Create: Craft interactive messages relevant to
those locations for promotional or informative
purposes.
Engage: Program highly-relevant messages to
automatically be sent to
consumers through your
app when they are near
your beacons.
Vendors like Beaconstac [LINK:
www.beaconstac.com/] provide everything you need to get started. I like
the Beaconstac platform because it’s
analytics-driven. Loan officers can
measure how well campaigns perform
to help them fine-tune future campaigns. With better user insights, you
can better meet member expectations.

CONNECT WITH THE COMMUNITY
AND REFERRAL PARTNERS, AND
AT EVENTS
Mortgage loan officers are always seeking innovative ways to stay top-of-mind
with referral partners. Beacon technology marketing tactics are a fantastic
way to build relationships with valued
referral partners, as well as with local
businesses in your community. Here
are a few examples:

In the Community
If you have read any of my blogs or
heard me speak, I always talk about the
value of community to help grow mortgage business. [LINK: mgic-connects.
com/how-to-build-social-media-strategy-mortgage-industry/] So as a savvy
loan officer, consider using beacon
marketing tactics in partnership with
local restaurants, coffee shops or other
businesses you like. Here’s how:
Request to place your beacon in a
business with foot traffic.
Encourage all new and existing clients to download your beacon app
(either proprietary or NearBee).
Once the client installs your app, they
will receive in-store deals when they
visit the partnering business.
Additionally, you can now push

high-value content notifications to
clients’ devices at any time.
It’s a win-win-win: The community
business gains valuable foot traffic, your
client has access to valuable deals and
content, and you have a way to connect
and build relationships through a mobile device.
Think about using this marketing
strategy to help new homeowners get
familiar with their new neighborhood,
or use it to engage clients on a regular schedule by offering quality incentives that highlight a new business each
month. Just remember: With this technology it’s about enhancing the member’s experience in a positive way.
In the Real Estate Industry
The real estate industry has been using beacon marketing for some time.
However, with recent changes to
Google Android’s Nearby Notification technology, [LINK: www.engadget
ACUMA PIPELINE - winter 2020
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“

few suggestions:
com/2018/10/25/googleAt Events
FAQ sheets and pre-qualification

ends-android-nearby-notifiIf you plan to attend an event
documents.
cations/ ] real estate agents
like a farmers’ market or
Links to calculators like the Buy Now
need to find a new way to Beacon marketing expo, consider incorporating
vs. Wait Calculator. [LINK: www.
connect and provide value allows you to push beacon technology marketreadynest.com/homebuyer-resources/
with interested homebuyers.
ing
to
enhance
the
experinotifications via
buy-now-vs-wait-calculator ]
As a mortgage loan offi- your own business ence and drive traffic to your
Media-rich content such as podcasts
cer, you can help your real
booth. Promote the event in
app
to
interested
or videos.
estate referral partners do
advance via email and snail
consumers
who
Informative blogs, articles or other
just that with beacon marmail, encouraging your target
webpages related to events or comketing technology that leare looking for
audience to download your
munity.
verages proximity market- added value on beacon-enabled app and visit
Subscriptions to newsletters or noing strategies. Here are two
your
booth
at
the
event
by
ofspecific items,
tifications on fresh property listings.
great ways real estate agents
fering an exclusive deal, proand loan officers can work topics or products. motion or added value. This
The opportunities are many and can
together to elevate the conis a unique way to set yourself
be quite effective—if the content is
sumer experience for poapart from other loan officers.
highly relevant to your target audience.
tential homebuyers:
You can also capture interest
1 The next time you hold a co-open
with potential members already attendNEXT STEPS WITH BEACON
house with a real estate agent, use beaing the event by making a game of it:
TECHNOLOGY
cons to streamline the sign-in process.
Partner with vendors spread across
I believe the popularity of beacons will
Encourage potential homebuyers to
an event, placing a beacon at each
only continue to grow as we all become
download your app at no cost. Once
booth.
even more mobile-centric. Success with
they do, they can digitally sign in and
Like a scavenger hunt, members

beacon technology marketing lies in
also see key information about the
must visit each booth and participate
your ability to leverage the proximproperty, where to get financing and
in a specified action—subscribing to
ity marketing channel in a meaningful
much more. You are in control of the
the vendor’s email list or claiming a
way.
content they would see, so there are
coupon, for example.
Effective marketing strategies always
many options to consider.
Participants who return to your

begin with providing essential value
2 To create a more interacbooth having completed the
to the consumer. So, think about what
tive open house experience,
mission are entered to win an
your ideal customer would want and
take beacon marketing a step
item of value.
when they would want it, then use beafurther. Use multiple beacons
You’ll
create
an
elevated
con marketing technology to meet that
Beacon
on a very large property to
experience for potential new
need. Doing so will allow you to stand
technology
send notifications in differmembers and reward their
out from the crowd, better serve your
ent areas around the house. marketing tactics efforts in a positive way.
members, grow market share and gain
are a fantastic They’ll learn about trusted
For example, you could proreferral business.
vide additional insights on
partner vendors while earnway to build
a master bath remodel or relationships with ing the chance to win an item
Ben Smidt is the Digital
before-and-after pictures of
of value at the same time.
Strategy Manager at
valued
referral
an addition that was recently
MGIC, which provides
completed. This tactic helps partners, as well WHAT TO PUSH TO
mortgage insurance to
as with local
you to stay top-of-mind
CONSUMERS USING
help families achieve
when you are unable to walk businesses in your BEACON TECHNOLOGY
homeownership sooner
thru the home with every
Are you looking for ideas of
by making affordable
community.
Ben Smidt
potential homebuyer.
what to provide to consumers
low-downpayment
Finally, use the app to push
mortgages a reality. For more
via your proximity marketing
out information homebuyers
information, visit www.mgic.com.
channel strategy? Here are a
will find helpful even after
they finish their tour, such as contact inMORE ON BEACON MARKETING
formation, videos, calculators or surveys.
If done well, an open house enhanced
Looking for ways to implement beacon marketing technology?
with beacon marketing technology can
See the MGIC Infographic [LINK: mgic-connects.com/mortgage-infoleave a memorable impression on homegraphics/beacon-marketing-technology-infographic/] on the
buyers—about the property and how they
company’s website.
feel about you as a loan officer.

“
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5 Simple Steps
to Member
Share Growth
A Facebook Strategy
for Capturing Member
Homebuyers
By Paula Herrmann
Mortgage Cadence

I

t’s undisputed that the low-hanging fruit of profitable lending
is to tap into your existing members, officially called Member
Share.
Member Share is a measurement of your brand equity with
your existing members and it’s the fastest way to increase your
loan volume.
Learn how one simple Facebook ad strategy will help you cast
a net around your existing member base to place your lending
products in front of them before they even begin searching for a
new home.
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Do you take a good, hard look at your
team’s marketing strategy every year?
You should. Lenders struggle to understand how to grow their volume,
yet the key to growth is living right in
your member base. The highest-quality
growth is achieved by getting a lot more
business out of your existing members.
Here’s a general rule of thumb as you
consider your marketing strategy:
According to Gallup’s State of the
American Consumer” (LINK: https://
www.gallup.com/services/176282/stateamerican-consumer.aspx), right now,
you’re probably doing a maximum of
one-third of the business you could be
doing with current members. In other
words, if you’re doing $200 million in
purchase sales, there’s an additional

$400 million in low-hanging fruit with
your current members, just waiting to
be picked.
So, how do you get to that extra $400
million? By growing your Member
Share, one of the five key metrics to
profitable lending (LINK: https://landingpages.mortgagecadence.com/2019_
benchmarking_results-d/), the best indicator of your brand equity with existing
members, not to mention the least expensive way to drive new business.
Member Share is the percentage of
members that borrow from you. Industry average is about 0.85%. That’s less
than 1%. For perspective, high performing lenders run about 2.6%. The following five steps, when fully executed, are
guaranteed to drive organic growth.

1 Tap into your member data.
Any self-respecting marketer will tell
you the most important data on a member is their email address and phone
number. These two pieces of data open a
world of opportunity to put your brand
in front of them at exactly the right time

in their buying decision.
For lenders, that perfect time is when
borrowers begin to think about purchasing a home—not when they “pull
credit.” If you’re using “pull credit” as a
trigger to take action, you’re late to the
party.
Get ahead of your competition by
placing ads on Facebook so that you
can catch members at the right time.
Here’s how it works: Your marketing
team has a Facebook Ads Manager account, right? If not, account creation is
the first step. When you upload your
members’ email addresses into your
Facebook Ads Manager account, they
will be matched to their user profiles.
You should see about a 60%-70% match
rate. If you also have their phone number, that match rate could increase to
about 80%.
Now you have what is called a Custom Audience, a prime group of prospects that you can place your ads in
front of.

recognizes you. Your greatest strength,
since you’re great with your members,
is your brand. After all, they already
know, like and trust you, right?

3 Got video?
Perhaps you have some assets that are
very helpful in informing and educating borrowers. Did you invest in a TV
ad? Billboard? Have a white paper or
other piece of content that provides insights into the borrowing process? Perfect! You’re ready to get started.
If not, you can quickly and easily create a video. This takes a bit of courage if
you’ve never done one before, but here’s
an example of just how easy this can be.

2 ‘Pixel’ your website.
What the heck is a “pixel”? Akin to
magic pixie dust, it’s a wee bit of code
that Facebook gives you that your website manager can place on each page of
your credit union’s website. This is the
ligament that holds the bones together.
Check out the accompanying image
Facebook can now provide you with
of a reach campaign I did while at MBA
data on how your custom
Annual in Austin this past Ocaudience is moving around
tober. I held up my phone and
on your site.
recorded a 40-second video
You can now create an
welcoming the viewer and askad letting your members
The highesting them to pop by our booth
know that if they’re thinkon the floor so that we could say
quality
ing about purchasing or
hello. Oh, and I mentioned that
[ mortgage
refinancing a home, they
we had fresh macaroons to give
loan ] growth
should click on your ad to
away … it works every time.
is achieved
learn how you can help.
We dropped a screenshot of
We use a simple tool
by getting
the video into Canva and gave
called
Canva
(LINK:
it a little attention-grabbing
a lot more
https://www.canva.com/)
help. You can see there is nothbusiness out of
to create stunning ads. The
ing fancy or complicated about
your existing
array of awesome temit. Just sticking to the facts.
members.
plates will help you along,
Now, from here, you could
just make sure that your ad
do one of two things:
follows your brand stan1. Set an ad budget of about
dards so that your member
$5 per day for 3-7 days for your
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custom audience. (Remember, these are
already your members, so we’re just popping up in their newsfeed to keep them
informed.)
2. Because I didn’t have a custom audience for MBA, I just told Facebook to put
a “fence” around the Convention Center
and place my ad in front of anyone in that
area until my budget ran out.

A
 ugust broke July’s record.
They met their annual sales goal at
the end of August.
In 2019, they are tracking to exceed
their sales goals by 45%.

borrower experience because of your
unique mentorship, walking them
through the process step-by-step.
When you’re ready to expand this
strategy into a cold market, this is
where you can target your competitors
by identifying their members and placing ads in front of them that express
your competitive differentiator. Sleuthy,
right?

4 Right time, right place.
The next step is knowing where to position your brand on the path of your
5 Invest in LTV
members when they are at the earliest
LTV refers to the Life Time Value of
stage of shopping for a home. Think
your member, and knowing this metric
about the websites people visit when
is extremely important for growing your
they are in the early stages of house
business. This metric helps guide your
hunting. Shoppers usually start checkdecisions around what you
ing out inventory online with
Here are the results:
should pay to acquire a new
sites
like
Zillow,
Trulia,
Red912 individuals watched the 40-secmember, to get your existing
fin, Realtor.com, Homefindond video.
members into new products,

912 Facebook IDs captured. (More er.com, etc.
Most Facebook users stay As you track the or to retain a member.
about why this matters will follow.)
analytics, you’ll
If you get pushback about
logged in to their account
$355 ad spend.
as they browse the Internet, start to see people your marketing budget
36¢ per-person ad spend.
Note that this is not an expensive mar- giving Facebook the ability percolating to the for paid ads, simply reply
keting strategy. Quite the contrary. This to track which sites your cus- top as they begin with this question: “If you
gave me $1 and I gave you
advertising approach results in contacts tom audience visits.
to
engage
with
$3 back, is that a deal you
With an ad campaign
with members who are in the market to
more
and
more
of
would take?” (They can’t say
buy (or refinance) a home for pennies within Facebook you’re able
no … they just can’t).
to cherry pick the individuals
your content.
per lead.
This is what I refer to as
Next, we were able to place ads in within your custom audience
the magic money box.
front of this custom audience of 912 who have visited specific
Continue to focus on dewebsites or who
people to enforce general
livering an exceptional exfollow
certain
brand awareness. We just did
perience to your members and pair this
brands. Because Facebook
a webinar with our partners
with ads that create awareness around
tracks our brand affinities
at HousingWire about highGet ahead of
other solutions you can help them with.
performance lending and the your competition in their database, you’re able
This is the best, most effective way of
to tap into that data to do
KPIs (Key Performance Index
by placing ads
staying top of mind.
highly targeted advertising.
factors) that drive decisions,
As you track the analytso we used the webinar replay on Facebook so
that you can catch ics, you’ll start to see people
within our retargeting ads.
Pamela Herrmann
We taught this little trick members at the percolating to the top as
is VP Marketing and
they begin to engage with
to one of our clients that was
right time.
Chief Storyteller for
more and more of your
looking to grow Borrower
Mortgage Cadence. She
content. This is a signal to
Share and, in less than a year,
is a best-selling author
you that they are indeed in
they increased their loan
and her most recent
pipeline by 122% using this exact strate- the market for a mortgage or refinance
book, “The Customer
gy. Let’s take a closer look at their results: product, and it’s time for you to set the
Manifesto — How
Pamela Herrmann
June 2018: $33 million in closing (the hook.
Business Has Failed
This is where you get creative and
highest amount closed in one month
Customers and What It Takes to Earn
place
an irresistible offer they can’t
in the institution’s history).
Lasting Loyalty,” was on Business.com’s
July: $42 million in closing (another refuse. Perhaps it’s a zero-points loan,
list of customer-service books every
for example. Or, perhaps it’s the best
record-breaking month).
business owner should read.
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Hitting the Mark in
Mortgage
How Big Data
Can Drive
Portfolio Growth
By Dan Putney
Finastra

A

s mortgage lenders, it’s common to focus on an improved
borrower journey.
Credit union members can quickly access an application conveniently through their phone. Optimizing the application reduces the number of questions and time it takes to submit,
often reporting back a quick pre-approval and disclosures.
Integrations with third parties and streamlined communication between your lending team and back office speeds time to
close and gets the homebuyer packing in no time.

But … what about Step One? Large
online and national mortgage providers
are actively engaging in a tailor-made
messaging approach, customized to attract new borrowers.
Big Data can help better understand
relationships with account holders and
prospects. In this age of technology, Big
Data provides multifaceted insights into
all the habits and needs of consumers,
as well as a complex evaluation of an institution’s strengths and weaknesses.
With the emergence of machine
learning, artificial intelligence and data
collection, mortgage loan providers
find themselves well positioned to offer
the best of both worlds with a customized approach to client relationships.
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ENHANCED COMMUNICATIONS
It is estimated that nearly 85% of account holders manage their day-to-day
banking relationships without ever interacting with a human. There is an intense
demand for instant communication.
Instant communication isn’t possible with human processes; there will
always be phone trees, hold times, and
closed hours. Automation, however,
makes it possible to always be open and
ready to engage with a borrower, and
always able to provide the right offer to
the right person at the right time.
Mortgage lenders are positioned to
access a library of powerful borrower
data. In fact, the standard mortgage
loan application collects more than

1,300 pieces of data on the borrower.
The days of mass email and marketing communications that are not tailored to the specific demographic and
need of the borrower are long gone.
Leveraging data-backed insight helps
identify opportunities for growth in
specific audiences or geographical areas. Pairing this data with marketing
technology can create customized client journeys that position your institution as the provider of choice.
POTENTIAL OF DATA ANALYTICS
The potential for growth and development in mortgage lending by using data
analytics spans a myriad of categories.
By gaining access to deeper profiles
of applicants for a mortgage, including
credit scores, age and income, institutions can develop robust segmentation
of consumers that can be used to expand
marketing strategies and consumer targeting. The insights can also benchmark
an institution’s performance against peers
and larger lenders, increase market opportunities, and describe risk trends.
Technology solutions are going to
be necessary to stay competitive in
this changing mortgage landscape, but
technology is not the entire answer. It is
a tool that mortgage providers should
use to stay true to their strengths: superior service, pricing, trust and customer retention.
Credit unions should ask themselves,
“How do we grow without sacrificing
the approach our customers appreciate? How do we get better at being who
we are and provide a truly customized
experience for our clients?”
Dan Putney is the
Regional Managing
Director for NE
Community Markets at
Finastra, which offers
software solutions
spanning the entire
Dan Putney
mortgage lending
process. Putney brings more than two
decades of knowledge and expertise in
the mortgage and mortgage technology
industries, having held positions in
mortgage businesses including retail,
wholesale and correspondent lending.

Technology Solutions
for Today’s Credit Union.
Staying relevant in today’s mortgage environment means providing solutions long
before the need is even anticipated. It’s seeing trends and changes and adapting
to not only compete, but to soar past the competition. Business Intelligence (BI)
tools and technology resources are a must, and we’ve got the best to share.

Your home for

solutions

Applying Made Easy
At CU Members Mortgage, we know how important it is to provide your members flexibility when
applying for a home loan. With our Online Application, your members can apply for a home loan in
as little as 15 minutes – from any device, anytime and anywhere.

BI Tools for Today’s Credit Union
Our commitment to a better mortgage experience doesn’t stop with your member. CU Members
also provides state-of-the-art Business Intelligence (BI) tools to set your credit union apart from
the competition. BI tools allow you to take a comprehensive look at your pipeline to analyze
trends, prioritize goals, view historical data and more so you can get the most out of your
mortgage program.

Contact us today and to learn more. CU Members Mortgage, your home for better technology.

Keith Kasmire
Vice President of Sales
cumembers.com

| 800.607.3474

CU Members Mortgage is a division of Colonial Savings, F.A. NMLS 401285

800-607-3474 ext. 3312
keith.kasmire@homeloancu.com
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‘A’ Is For Awareness
With a Clear Plan and Internal Buy-in,
CU Grows Mortgage Lending
By Terri Miracle
myCUmortgage

C

all Federal Credit Union saw phenomenal year-over-year
growth in mortgage loans funded and purchase loans
funded during 2019 (January-November).
The Richmond, Virginia-based credit union, with $405 million in assets and serving 30,288 members, realized year-overyear (January-November) growth of 322% in loans funded and
160% in purchase loans funded.
But the growth was earned: After gathering feedback, the
credit union worked hard to get everyone on board internally and
then build awareness of the benefits of the credit union’s mortgage
loan program.
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“We had heard from members that
they didn’t like being passed around
during the mortgage process at other
lenders, and we knew our loan-to-share
ratio needed a boost, so we wanted to
get our name in the game,” said Stephanie Couldrey, Vice President of Lending
at Call Federal.
Cara Clements, Call Federal’s Vice
President of Marketing and Financial
Education, agreed that the time was
right and awareness was the best place
to begin.
“Our members are very dedicated, so
we felt strongly that the biggest hurdle
was awareness,” Clements said. “Our focus groups reaffirmed what we already
knew—members looked to their Realtor first when it came to getting a referral for financing. Their reaction to us
was, ‘Oh, you have mortgages?’”

“The biggest key to the program’s success was getting buy-in from all over the
organization,” Couldrey said.

The credit union’s marketing plan
and impressive results have earned Call
Federal the 2019 Marketer of the Year
Award from myCUmortgage, their
mortgage partner.

TURNING TO EXTERNAL
AWARENESS
Then the focus turned to external
FUTURE OF MARKETING PLAN
awareness. Understanding the extenSince promoting mortgages is an ongosive competition in the area, Call Feding effort, Call Federal’s next marketing
eral developed a special incentive for
tactics will include creative additions
potential homebuyers: $1,000 off clossuch as gift baskets for new homeowning costs.
ers to encourage referrals, download“This really gave us
able educational content about the
something to talk about, so
home-buying process to help generate
we could get attention and
leads, and videos to educate members.
give
something
of
value
to
Their future target market: Realtors.
Our focus groups
our members,” Clements
“We’re just beginning our strategy to
reaffirmed what
said.
build awareness and start establishing
we already
Clements
developed
credibility with Realtors,” Clements
knew—members a clear, concise
said. “Initially, we don’t
theme to help get
expect them to refer us;
looked to their
the
word
out:
“Welwe just don’t want them to
Realtor first when
come Home with
work against us.”
it came to getting
Call Federal MortThe credit union’s conThe biggest key tinued focus on awareness
a referral for
gages.” She implefinancing. Their
mented this mes- to the program’s has resulted in the objecsuccess was
sage throughout
tive they share with all
Adding to the challenge was reaction to us was,
her
multi-faceted
credit unions: people helpgetting
buy-in
‘Oh, you have
heavy competition for mortmarketing plan.
from all over the ing people.
gage business in their market.
mortgages?’
To reach first“We’ve had some really
organization.
time homebuyers,
great stories from memENSURING INTERNAL
who are typically
bers, especially on refis,
SUPPORT
younger, Clements
saving them thousands of
Before developing a special
used digital channels to deliver
dollars,” Couldrey said.
offer or creating a marketing plan,
the marketing message. “Search
“This is the best part about
Couldrey and Clements focused on
engine marketing can be really expenbeing in lending—seeing what we can
awareness with their internal team to
sive in the mortgage space, so we nardo for our members. The money that
ensure that they had support throughrowed it down to people who had viswe save them can be life-changing.”
out the organization.
ited our website,” she said.
“A lot of change was involved, so
With the goal of reaching mortgage
we wanted to get everyone on board,”
prospects of all ages, Clements included
Terri Miracle is the
Couldrey said.
branch merchandising, such as teller
Mortgage Marketing
This process included:
line cling-ons, on-hold phone messages
Manager for
Ensuring that the Board of Directors
and digital ads via online banking.
myCUmortgage, a
was comfortable with the interest
The program has been a hit with
wholly-owned CUSO
rate risk on longer-term loans, espemembers:
of Wright-Patt Credit
cially in a purchase market.
“You walked us through each process
Union in Beavercreek,
Terri Miracle
with the utmost diligence, compassion
Ohio, that helps credit
Getting the right staff in place to supfor our situation and professionalism.”
union partners to be great mortgage
port members during the anticipated
— Dewey and Toni A.
lenders. Through exceptional leadership,
growth.
“Thanks for all your help. It really has
comprehensive solutions, expert
Providing extensive training and adguidance and partner-focused service,
been a smooth process.” — Nancy A.
ditional incentives for the sales team.
myCUmortgage delivers peace of mind
“Communication was excellent; you
Weekly sales calls to share results and
to credit union partners across the
explained everything very well and
United States. To learn more, visit www.
tell member stories kept staff excited
were very patient in answering all of my
myCUmortgage.com.
and motivated.
questions.” — Jameson L.
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SPECIAL SECTION
Annual Conference Review

OPENING

THE DOOR
TO OPPORTUNITY

ACUMA Scores on Content, Organiza
The American Credit Union Mortgage Association welcomed
nearly 500 attendees to its 23rd annual conference, and the
consensus was that the event exceeded expectations and received top grades for content, organization and, well, even fun.
In addition to great late-September weather throughout
the event at the Gaylord Convention Center on the Potomac
River outside Washington, D.C., attendees enjoyed daily hot
breakfast and lunch, as well as two evening receptions from
ACUMA. From there, the sponsors picked it up with happy
hours, river cruises, dinners, etc.
The conference theme, “Opening the Door to Opportunity,” could not have been more accurate. Speakers included
NCUA Board Chair Rodney Hood and FHFA Director Mark
Calabria; Cornerstone Advisors’ Daryl Jones and Fannie Mae’s
Andrew Bon Salle, Real Estate Disruption guru Ben Clark and
CUNA’s Mitria Wilson, among others.

Outgoing ACUMA President Bob Dorsa shared memories of his 23 years at the helm of the organization and beyond, including a 1960s-era publicity shot of his rock band.
He thanked longtime associate Tracy Ashfield, who has taken
over as president this year, and ACUMA’s Member Service
Manager, Krista Korfmacher.

Join Us in 2020
This special session provides highlights of the 2019 conference, including speakers and topics. If you were
there, you already know how much knowledge and networking can be gained; if not, mark your calendars
now for the 2020 conference on Sept. 20-23 at the Cosmopolitan on the Las Vegas Strip.
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Annual Conference Review

OPENING

pants were not credit union members
prior to applying for a loan. Jones also
said that potential borrowers did their
research on credit unions—mainly online—but often failed to find enough information to make an informed decision.
He also said borrowers “almost always”
choose rate over service, and they prefer
dealing with the same person throughout
the loan process, even if they wait longer
Daryl Jones, senior Director of Cornerfor communication.
stone Advisors, spoke on Monday to
Upgrading technology is not inexthe ACUMA conference on “Successful
pensive.
Jones noted that Cornerstone
Strategies in Mortgage Technology Selecresearch
showed
87% of financial institution.”
tions
will
increase tech spendHis presentation offered a road
ing in 2019 from 2018 levels,
map for making the process work
and staffing requirements
from start to finish—and beyond:
have increased more than 70%
87%
of
what to do and when to do it, who
in the last 10 years.
financial
to involve, how to decide what’s
Finally, Jones led a review
needed at each point in the process,
institutions
of
how to select a vendor/syswhat to ask from vendors, etc.
will increase tem for mortgage technology.
He also provided statistics based
tech
He listed key actions as define
on Cornerstone data to highlight
spending in scope; don’t use vendor’s base
his points.
implementation; create action
2019 from
Jones noted that more than 40%
lists (what you want accomof financial institutions surveyed
2018 levels.
plished and how to get there);
by Cornerstone planned to replace
plan a detailed workflow; and
or improve their mortgage techalign your team (reach connology stack in 2020. To compete,
sensus).
Jones said credit unions needed to

THE DOOR
TO OPPORTUNITY

Jones Makes Case for
Mortgage Tech Upgrades

“

achieve “future-ready originations” for
borrowers. He described three models:
Managing models include having a

dedicated team, a (mostly) paperless
process, and a refined strategic growth
plan; as well as a plan for monitoring
basic volumes and efficiencies.
Leading models, which he said “separates high performers,” include specialized teams and roles (e.g., government,
equities); a completely paperless option; efficiency coupled with performance metrics; and a defined marketing plan with new-market growth.
Innovating models feature robust automation; imbedded video tutorials
for borrowers; multiple system administrators; and advanced performance
and profitability metrics.
Innovative models are best equipped to
provide the best experience for borrowers, he said. Then Jones discussed findings from Cornerstone’s borrower focus
group.
Surprisingly, perhaps, the focus sessions found that two-thirds of partici-
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Daryl Jones

Hood Discusses NCUA Priorities
The Monday morning session’s Keynote
Program began with remarks from NCUA
Board Chairman Rodney Hood, who spoke
of credit union successes and discussed the
agency’s priorities under his leadership.
Hood praised credit unions for growing their mortgage lending originations
by 60% over the past five years. The CU
market share currently hovers near 8%.
In his remarks to the ACUMA Conference, Hood recognized the role of CUs to
help the underserved by “helping people
take the first step on the financial ladder”
and “playing a strong role in building
home ownership,” which he called the
next step up that ladder.
And he cautioned that continued suc-

Calabria, CU Panel Takes Turns Evaluat

The conference hall was packed to begin the Monday afternoon program
as FHFA Director Dr. Mark Calabria
sat with ACUMA’s Tracy Ashfield for a
Keynote Q&A Session that focused on
the GSEs.
Calabria pledged support for smaller
lenders, including credit unions. In fact,
he noted, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
originally were created to help smaller
lenders. To that end, he said he supported treating all lenders the same—not
basing GSE pricing on size with bigger
lenders getting better rates.
The “rate equality” position is one that
many credit unions have been supporting amid signs that federal agencies, not
Congress, would be the prime movers in
any changes to the mission of GSE in the
foreseeable future.
The federal regulator also was emphatic
in his assessment that the mortgage market today is “not resilient, not efficient.”
Further, he said the status quo is unsustainable. If changes involving the GSEs are not
made, “In the next (economic) downturn
Fannie and Freddie will fail—no doubt.”
For example, Calabria said Fannie
Mae with $3 trillion in holdings “is leveraged a thousand to one.” He then said
an agreement reached with the Treasury
Department would raise the capital limits for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
“The more we can raise capital, the more
the risk goes down,” he said.
Calabria also said Congress should

cess was in part dependent on understanding and addressing the needs of
younger generations while keeping up
with technological advancements.
“You must reach out to Millennials in
new ways and with new technologies,” he
said, noting that NCUA was looking to
provide new technological tools for credit
unions, to help reach younger members
as well as members in rural areas.
Hood also reaffirmed NCUA’s commitment to affordable housing options
beyond Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
citing initiatives to assist CU partnerships
with Federal Home Loan Banks, along
with FHA and USDA lending programs.
In promising “full-fledged support

from President Trump in pushing ahead,”
Hood stressed a balanced approach to
regulatory reform.
Hood thanked ACUMA for its role in
helping credit unions make home loans,
and he congratulated outgoing ACUMA
President Bob Dorsa for his years of service.
In addition to his role as NCUA chairman, Hood serves as a voting member of
the Financial Stability Oversight Council. He also represents the NCUA on the
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council and the Financial, Banking
Information Infrastructure Committee.
Hood began his current term in April
2019 after being nominated by President
Trump and confirmed by the U.S. Senate.

Rodney Hood

ing the Future for GSEs
grant the FHFA charter authority over the
GSEs to remove them from conservatorship and allow them to raise the equity they
need. He also favors adding to the number
of GSEs, which he said would make them
more diverse and thus stronger.
Following Director Calabria’s presentation, a panel discussion on “Where is GSE
Reform Headed and What Could It Mean
for Credit Unions?” further explored the
topic of secondary market loans.
Participants included Mitria Wilson, Senior Director of Advocacy and Counsel for
CUNA; Tim Mislansky, myCUmortgage
President; John McKechnie, Senior Partner at Washington, D.C. legal consultants
Total Spectrum; and facilitator Ashfield.
A spirited discussion of where the GSEs
are headed ensued. Panel members pointed out that although bringing the GSEs out
of conservatorship appears to be a goal of
regulators and the Trump administration, there are no guarantees for “a level
playing field” for small lenders if that
happens.
As Wilson noted, none of the proposals
being tossed around include a provision for
interest rates being the same for all lenders.
And as for pulling GSEs out of conservatorship, panel members agreed there is
no incentive on either side of the political aisle to advance a legislative solution.
And without legislation, “It would take
10 years [to meet requirements]” even
if Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were allowed to be capitalized.

Tracy Ashfield and Dr. Mark Calabria

Tracy Ashfield, John McKechnie,
Mitria Wilson and Tim Mislansky
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Housing Finance Faces
Challenges
Andrew Bon Salle, Executive VP for Single-Family Business at Fannie Mae, chatTracy Ashfield and Andrew Bon Salle
ted on Monday morning with ACUMA’s
Tracy Ashfield about “Today’s Housing
change with them.”
cluding FHFA Director Mark Calabria,
Finance: Where It’s Headed.”
A show of hands confirmed that credit
with
any
transition
from
conserNoting “We’re in a much difunions
are using the Fannie Mae “Ask
vatorship
for
Fannie
Mae,
which
ferent place than we thought we’d
Polly”
self-service
policy guide to get
has
now
lingered
for
more
than
11
be at the beginning of the year,”
their
questions
answered,
and Bon Salle
years.
The
Bon Salle mentioned an “uptick
said CUs could contact their Fannie Mae
He singled out technology inin housing price appreciation, but mortgage
representatives, including Tammy Trenovations such as Day 1 Certainty
at a slower rate.” However, he notindustry
fny, for more information.
and Digital Mortgage opportunied that the rise, between 4½ and
is ripe for ties, saying Fannie Mae continued
Fannie Mae also has partnered with
5 %, still outpaced wage gains.
innovation,
ACUMA
for a continuing series of free,
to
spend
time
on
improving
techNoting the lack of affordable
one-hour
webinars on various lending
nology.
ripe
for
housing in general, Bon Salle said
topics.
(Other
ACUMA sponsors also
“The
mortgage
industry
is
ripe
homebuilders have not kept up disruption.
participate
in
the
free webinars. Check
for
innovation,
ripe
for
disruption,
”
with demand for these units.
the ACUMA website, acuma.org, for uphe said. “Our customers’ expectaBon Salle said Fannie Mae will
coming opportunities.)
tions are changing, and we must
continue to help regulators, in-

“

“

Realtors Face New Competition in Changing Market
The Monday conference program included a fascinating “Rapidly Changing
Role of the Realtor” Q&A between Ben
Clark, Real Estate Technology Strategist,
and ACUMA’s Tracy Ashfield.
Much of Clark’s presentation discussed
iBuyers—the so-called “flippers.” Clark
said that while iBuyers will continue to
disrupt the market, there will still be a
place for Realtors if they can “ignore the
noise” and instead “specialize, anticipate
and personalize.”
“Today’s Realtor is a warrior of disruption,” Clark said. “Tomorrow our disruption will come from iBuyers.”
Increasingly, he said iBuyers are increasing their presence. They use online
services such as Zillow and Open Door
to offer “full market value and fees” for
homes and then can “have a buyer in the
house in four days with title insurance,”
while holding the closing at a later date.
Clark said the number of home sales
will rise as people move more often, but
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the amount of Realtor commissions will
go down. And in addition to iBuyers,
the Realtor model is changing as more
homebuyers are receiving pre-approval
before looking for a home, leaving Realtors to direct fewer buyers to their preferred lenders.
How can credit unions benefit? One
way is to increase efforts among existing
members. Clark noted that credit unions
have 110 million members but only 5%
have real-estate loans. “There’s much potential there,” he said.
Clark said credit unions must also personalize their role as lenders to keep pace
in the changing market. “Who’s better to
take the lead (with a buyer) than someone who’s trusted?” he asked.
CUs have a real opportunity to increase loans by taking steps to identifying members who may be in the market
for homes. He listed competitive rates,
closing on time and affordability as three
crucial factors for success.

Tracy Ashfield and Ben Clark

Transferring Knowledge through Generations
Tuesday’s opening Keynote Session, “Facilitating Knowledge Transfer” by Generational expert Phil Gwoke of Bridgeworks Consulting, sought to help the
audience understand the best ways to
communicate—and pass along knowledge—to younger employees, the socalled Generation X and younger Millennials.
A show of hands made it clear that a
larger portion of the audience was comprised of Baby Boomers. But there were
a number of Gen Xers as well as Millennials, the oldest of whom are just turning
39.
Noting that 10,000 Boomers turn 65
every day (and will for the next 10 years),
Gwoke said that more than half of business owners 65 or older do not have a
succession plan. Is it a mistake for someone of that age? Gwoke noted that age
and activity have changed over the past
few generations. He pointed out that in
1950 the average age to enter a nursing
home was 65; now it’s 81.
Statistics aside, Gwoke listed three
obstacles to passing along knowledge to

a younger generation: They (younger
people) think it’s a waste of time to listen;
they want to do it their way; and they’re
not going to apply what you say anyway,
wasting your time, too.
So, while the task is difficult, it’s not
impossible. The key is to know that each
generation has its own way of communicating, and understanding how to use
that knowledge to reach them.
Gwoke noted that each generation is
shaped by the events around them; for
example, a milestone for Boomers was
the 1969 moon landing; but for Gen
Xers it was the explosion of the space
shuttle. These milestones are examples
of how events can shape a generation.
And as another example of generational difference, one that brought smiles
to many faces in the audience, Gwoke
said: When a Boomer boss said jump,
employees would ask, “How high?”
Gen Xers would
ask, “Why?”
And Millennials would
ask, “How,

exactly?”
Quoting a TED talk by Simon Sinek,
“How Great Leaders Inspire Action,”
Gwoke urged his audience to learn to
communicate differently—and thus,
more effectively—to younger generations of employees. He suggested a technique for sharing knowledge: “Turn it
around” by stating the “why” before the
“how” and then giving the “what,” instead of ordering it “what,” “how” and
then “why.”
“Get their attention,” he said. “Be brief
and purposeful; don’t waste their time.”
And pass along life knowledge, not just
work knowledge—because that’s very
important to the younger generations.

“

When a Boomer
boss said jump,
employees
would ask, ‘How
high?’ Gen Xers
would ask, ‘Why?’
And Millennials
would ask, ‘How,
exactly?’

“

Phil Gwoke
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Industry Landscape and
Lender Performance
The second morning Keynote Session on
Tuesday, “Mortgage Industry Landscape
and Lender Performance,” was presented by Jim Cameron, Senior Partner at
STRATMOR Group.
Cameron began his talk by describing
recent trends in lending, including how
market share was shaping the industry.
He noted that non-depositories have
been rising over the past decade (with a
market share increase from 23% to 54%)
to claim more than half
of the mortgage lending
business.
Credit unions
By comparison, credit
unions rose from 5% to
pay loan
officers mostly 6% during that same time
on salary, which period while Big Banks
were the losers, falling
emphasizes from 50% to 22%.
service to
Why haven’t credit
members, but unions grown more?
also keeps top Cameron noted the lack
performers of secondary market
capital for credit unions
working at that comes with being a
better-paying non-profit. He also menjobs elsewhere. tioned a failure, of sorts,
by credit unions to take
advantage of marketing
opportunities by promoting “the credit union difference.”
Cameron said that overall, 2018 (the
most recent annual results available)
was “a painful year for the mortgage
origination business,” with production
by retail loan officers at the lowest level
in a century: a very low 3.8 loans per
month. Contributing factors included
a very tight market for new and affordable housing, as well as the end of the
refinancing boom.
At the same time, Cameron said
spending on technology was increasing,
especially at Big Banks. (Besides Cam-

“

Jim Cameron
eron, a number of other conference
speakers suggested that technology advances would play a bigger and bigger
role in the mortgage industry.)
Cameron pointed out, too, that compensation in the mortgage department
had not fallen along with production.
He noted that credit unions pay loan
officers mostly on salary, which emphasizes service to members, but also keeps
top performers working at better-paying jobs elsewhere.
Borrower satisfaction surveys by
STRATMOR showed the three top
mortgage problems they mentioned involved 1. application process/document
requests, 2. communications (or a lack
of them) and 3. underwriting. He said
providing borrowers with a checklist on
the front end can greatly increase satisfaction by avoiding problems related to
points 1., 2. and 3.

“
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Larry Fazio

Larry Fazio, Director of the Office of Examination and Insurance for NCUA, provided the ACUMA Conference with “Insights into NCUA’s 2020 Priorities,” a topic
sure to be watched by credit unions that
want to be prepared for examinations.
In his Wednesday morning presentation, Fazio first shared overall financials
that he said showed credit unions were
in a good place:
More than 95% had CAMEL ratings
of 1 or 2.
Asset growth continues and now totals more than $1.5 trillion.
The average net worth ratio is above
11%.

Loan and share growth are “very
strong” at around 6%.
Real estate loans comprise about 50%
of lending portfolios, including 41%
in first mortgages.
Next, Fazio took attendees through a list
of points examiners would be looking at
closely in 2020. These include:
Preparation for CECL implementation.
Provisions for adjustable and variablerate loans when LIBOR ends.
Cybersecurity practices, which he

called a priority of NCUA Board
Chair Rodney Hood.
BSA compliance.
Consumer compliance (FCRA, late

fee practices, Regulation E disclosure
and error resolution, and Regulation
Z APR).
Liquidity.
Credit concentration risk.

Winning the Battle for Customers
Wednesday morning, Keynote Sesbenefits are convenience (24/7 availsion speaker John Cabell, Director of
ability) and time-saving (faster loan
Wealth and Lending Intelligence at
approval)
J.D. Power, presented research to show
And demand for mobile apps is
how credit unions can be “Dazzling the
rising, Cabell said, especially among
Mortgage Customer.”
younger consumers. A recent J.D. PowCabell’s talk revolved around three
er survey showed about 80% of Gen X
points he said were necessary for sucand Millennial customers would use
cess: dealing with urgency in the mara mobile app for a mortgage loan. For
ketplace, being noticed during the custhem, “The website is becoming old
tomer’s shopping phase and winning
school,” he said.
the battle of customer experience.
Yet it’s not necessarily speed that wins
Cabell said urgency has never been
customers, Cabell said. Trust is a key opgreater and mortgage customer exportunity in financial services. Gain a
pectations have never been higher.
customer’s trust and not only will you
The entry into the market of “fintechs,”
have their business, you can keep it.
companies that use financial
technology to gain efficiencies
in the market, has helped raise
expectations.
Of course, companies such as
Rocket Loans have enjoyed success by giving customers quick
mortgage approvals, but there
is much more out there, he said.
For example, a company called
Divvy will buy a house for you
and rent it back until you are
ready to buy it.
“Customers are thinking not
only about digital (mortgages),
but personal service and transparency,” said Cabell. To compete, you must offer all three.
But first you must get their attention in an increasingly competitive marketplace. J.D. Power
research consistently finds that
loan shoppers choose a lender
Customers are
on rate and relationship, first
thinking not only
and foremost.
about digital
Cabell acknowledged that
(mortgages),
online resources are playing a
but personal
bigger role in mortgage shopping. And he said borrowers are
service and
waiting until later in the process
transparency.
to find a lender—even sometimes after they have found the
home they want (about 25% in
2018, according to J.D. Power
research).
But when you ask customers
what a digital mortgage is, the
John Cabell
most frequent answer is “I don’t
know.” However, the perceived

“

Other Conference Happenings
In addition to the Keynote Sessions, the
annual ACUMA Conference includes
a variety of smaller “breakout” sessions
with topics such as:
“Mortgage Origination Fireside
Chat” with Michael Christians,
Regulatory Compliance Counsel,
Michael Christians Consulting.
“Fannie Mae Fraud Update” with
Kevin Ludden, Fraud Industry Relations Manager, Fannie Mae.
“Twenty Tips on Coaching MLOs to
Succeed” with Jeff Miller, VP Sales,
Sunmark FCU.
“Mortgage Servicing Fireside Chat”
also with Christians.
“CECL Impacts on Profitability
and Risk-Based Pricing” with John
Toohig of Raymond James and Masha Muzyka of Moody’s Analytics.
“Making E-Mortgage Technology a
Reality” with Amy Moser of Mountain America CU and Caleb Cook of
DCU.
During the conference, attendees could
visit the Digital Mortgage Showcase for
individual discussions and demos from a
variety of vendors. Also open during the
event were booths of ACUMA’s sponsors
in the Exhibit Hall adjacent to the conference hall.
Social events—all included with registration —featured Sunday night’s opening
reception, a wine and cheese reception
Monday evening, and hot breakfast and
lunch buffets on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
During the evenings, attendees were
free to check in with work at home
(briefly, of course), join sponsor events
(such as dinners, happy hours and nightclub events) or spend time exploring on
their own.

“

The Digital Mortgage Showcase fostered
many discussions during the conference.
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‘Crucial Conversations’
at Pre-Conference Workshop

ACUMA kicked off its 2019 Annual Conference with a new twist: a Sunday
afternoon workshop. The theme: talking about having important—and often difficult—discussions in the workplace.
This 2½-hour workshop on “Crucial Conversations,” sponsored by the
Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco, explored how to handle emotionally charged, high-stakes at-work discussions among people with significantly different opinions.
The well-attended session proved timely and relevant for mortgage executives dealing with crucial situations such as explaining compensation
changes, responding to an objection or seeking to improve performance
coaching.
Workshop presenter Stephen Childs is a founder of VitalSmarts,
a consulting company specializing in leadership development.
Childs engaged the audience in an active learning process to
increase retention and post-learning application.

40
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Stephen Childs leads the
workshop discussion.

The “Crucial Conversations” workshop grabbed and held the full attention of attendees who discussed challenges and engaged in
role-playing to help understand how to deal with difficult situations.
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Scene and Noted

In addition to great education and networking, the conference brought people together for food, fun and even a bit of frolic. Of note:
ACUMA’s Bob Dorsa (in photo on right, second from bottom) receives applause from hotel staff for another successful conference.
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JOIN US AT OUR
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septEMBER 20 -23
WATCH FOR INFORMATION SOON
ACUMA.ORG

Data Analytics

Create an ‘Unfair’
Competitive Advantage
for Your Credit Union
CUs Can Benefit from
Actionable Insights into
Valuable Industry Data

By Bob Brandt
Optimal Blue

I

n any industry, it’s hard to win if you don’t know what your
competition is doing.
Traditionally, lenders have relied upon just a few very
limited options to do so, such as often flawed survey data based
on a very small market sampling, latent servicing data illustrating
what business looked like six or more months ago, or an annual
HMDA ranking. Suffice to say, none of these resources enabled
them to effectively compare the current state of their business to
those they compete with.
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THE FUTURE OF MORTGAGE
BANKING WILL LEVERAGE
DATA LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Today’s leading technology providers
have upended those concerns with
powerful new business intelligence
offerings. The most robust solutions
tout daily updates of comprehensive
transactional data and feature insightful visualizations that can be configured through a variety of highly granular filters.

These competitive analytics are powered by data
from actual mortgage transactions across the country
and updated every night,
providing the most accurate,
granular and timely view of
mortgage transactions available in the industry.
Further, these solutions
enable lenders to benchmark their results against
the overall market in the
areas that matter most, resulting in far more informed
corporate decision-making
and highly targeted lending
strategies.

“

across a diverse set of product and borrower profiles at
the same time.
Leading
For example, a lender
technology
can see that they are closely
solutions
aligned with the market in
northwest Texas on conprovide
forming loans with credit
advanced
scores over 680 and loanfiltering
to-value ratios above 80%,
capabilities,
while also confirming an
often built and opportunity for growth in
an entirely new market, like
designed with
extensive client California, where the lender has been considering an
feedback.
FHA, non-conforming, or
non-qualifying mortgage
(Non-QM) product offering aimed at specific borrower profiles.

“

ANSWERING
THE QUESTION:
HOW COMPETITIVE
ARE EACH OF
MY LENDING
STRATEGIES?
Leading
technology
solutions provide advanced filtering capabilities, often built and designed with extensive
client feedback. This
facilitates a lender’s
ability to easily determine whether their
market share is growing or declining, as well
as how it’s evolving over any configurable range of time.
Ideally, lenders can leverage filters by loan type, loan purpose and
loan amount. The best solutions also
enable them to drill down by state,
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
level or a user-defined market area to
gauge their performance as it relates
to FICO range, LTV, property type,
occupancy and more.
Such competitive analyses enable
insightful decisions that can further
ignite action by intelligently grouping
large chunks of data for comparison,
and then providing lenders the tools
to slice that data however they want.
Through interactive and interrelated data, lenders can observe trends

ANSWERING THE QUESTION:
HOW DOES MY PROFITABILITY
STACK UP TO MY COMPETITORS?
While it is important to leverage business intelligence solutions that provide
visibility into market share, added value can be found in unique insights into
lender profitability.
Why? With this data, users can compare rate and price to determine where
they are operating at a higher or lower
margin than others—with or without
the impact of loan officer compensation. Then, directly next to those visualizations, they can also see what portion of their margins are being eroded
by concessions and how concessions
offered compare to the overall marketplace.
It is easy to become overwhelmed
with data. For that reason, leading solutions offer out-of-the box capabilities
to dig deep on front-of-mind questions, like whether a price is competitive and how margins or concessions
compare to other lenders in their producing markets.
This really gets into profitability, not
only providing lenders with the tools
to highlight where they are most competitive, but—more importantly—illustrating where they can adjust resources and strategies to be even more
competitive and profitable.

ANSWERING THE QUESTION:
WHERE DO I RANK IN MY
CURRENT(OR FUTURE) MARKETS?
Another unique feature to look for
is the analysis into the efficiency of a
lender’s lock desk. Leading solutions
will provide comprehensive “volume
snapshots” that let lenders view their
rank based on their number of locks
and lock volume, as well as post-lock
changes.
In leveraging this data, lenders are
empowered
with
deep visibility into
their operations and
unique comparisons
to the overall market
While it is
to inform profitable
important
strategies, drive new
to leverage
efficiencies and create
business
competitive differentiation.
intelligence
Ultimately, busisolutions that
ness intelligence that
provide visibility
leads to improved
into market
efficiencies and a
share, added
more competitive offering helps credit
value can
unions better serve
be found in
their most imporunique insights
tant stakeholder: the
into lender
member.
profitability.
Daily insight into
successful strategies
to better serve members and grow their
businesses is the differentiating factor that credit union
lenders need in the current—and future—mortgage landscape.

“

“

Bob Brandt is Vice
President of Marketing
& Alliance with
Optimal Blue, the
largest provider of
secondary marketing
automation to the
mortgage industry. One- Bob Brandt
third of U.S. mortgage loans completed
every year are priced and locked
through the Optimal Blue platform,
uniquely positioning the company to
provide meaningful and unrivaled
benchmarks. For more information,
email bbrandt@optimalblue.com.
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Top Mortgage-Lending
Credit Unions Choose ACUMA
to Be Ready for

What’s

Ne t

Know what’s happening now ... and get insights on what’s next at
ACUMA’s workshops and fall conference. Unique in their credit union
focus and all-encompassing subjects, ACUMA offers members
workshop agendas exploring hot topics on current and future mortgagelending issues, and an expansive conference program complete with
networking opportunities. An ACUMA membership (an incredible value
at $595 annually for everyone at your credit union) guarantees the
lowest price at all events. Visit acuma.org for membership details!

What They’re Saying...

“ACUMA is the top choice for me in order to keep
up with today’s ever-changing mortgage market.”

13
14
16
17

MAY
The Notary Hotel
Philadelphia, PA

JUNE
The Nines
Portland, OR

E PLORE 2020 WORKSHOP TOPICS
• EXAMINE numerous “deep dives” on topics to help you grow your business, develop best
practices, understand the regulatory environment, and much more.
• Fit the pieces together with expert speakers, intriguing “talk show” discussions, and
compelling roundtables.
• Enjoy exciting opportunities for networking and peer-to-peer exchanges with today’s
leaders in credit union mortgage lending.
• Experience our two-day format; breakfast and lunch included; reception on the first night.
• Pick from two locations—East and West.

E PERIENCE CONFERENCE ENERGY
• H
 ear from industry-leading speakers on cutting-edge topics—in general sessions
and breakout groups—as well as best practices from mortgage-lending credit unions.

20
23

sept
COSMOPOLITAN
LAS VEGAS, NV

• TRAVEL to the luxurious Cosmopolitan Resort & Casino on the glittering Las Vegas Strip.
• Discover the latest digital solutions with demos at the popular Digital Mortgage
Showcase, back for its fourth year.
• Take advantage of amazing opportunities to network with the best in the business.
• Enjoy a three-day format with breakfast and lunch included, and two early-evening
receptions.

E TRAS FOR MEMBERS ONLY
ACUMA has partnered with its sponsors to offer a year-long series of free one-hour webinars on
mortgage-lending topics for members.

ACUMA’s strategic partnership with Fannie Mae gives

members access to discounts on services from the agency.

Our relationship with the National

Association of Realtors offers our members discounts on the MBA’s educational products and

ACUMA.ORG

programs.

You receive access to the ACUMA members-only website with Regulatory Alerts on

important issues in Washington; a guide to Realtors on a state-by-state basis; and quarterly data on
Top 300 mortgage-originating CUs.

You also receive the twice-a-year ACUMA Pipeline magazine.

Best of all is the expert advice at events and the network of mortgage professionals you can draw
from to make your own CU the best it can be.

“Excellent organization, great networking opportunities
with the nation’s top CU mortgage lenders.”

“ACUMA is a great resource for credit unions. Your
annual conference and training is awesome.”

TR
appraisal services

NION

20 20

“DEEP-DIVE” WORKSHOPS

ACUMA’s Annual Workshops
deliver big time on mortgagelending knowledge and
industry networking.

FocusING on Knowledge and Networking
SAVE THE DATES

Year after year, these two-day
events receive high marks from
attendees. You’ll receive an
in-depth opportunity to hear
and discuss the latest industry
developments and interact with
mortgage experts and credit
union leaders. We’ll make sure
you leave the meetings with
strategic and tactical steps to
help your credit union compete
into the future and grow your
business.

MAY

13 I14

The Notary Hotel

Philadelphia, PA

JUNE

16 I17
The Nines

Portland, OR

Same program – two sites

“I appreciate what you all [ at ACUMA ] contribute to credit unions, big and small, and have no doubt that
everyone [ at the workshop ] has a ton of takeaways to go back home with.”
– Todd Lambright, VP of Sales, Georgia’s Own Credit Union
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Non-QM Lending

The Risks and Benefits
of Non-QM Lending
Understanding How to Use These Loans
Can Help Grow Your Mortgage Business
By John Toohig
Raymond James

R

ecent headlines like this one on Bloomberg, “Risky
Mortgage Bonds Are Back and Delinquencies Are Piling
Up,” or this one from The Wall Street Journal, “Mortgage
Market Reopens to Risky Borrowers,” would have you believe that
the subprime, liar loans of 2005 are back!
The truth is that “non-QM” loans make up a very small portion,
but one of the fastest growing (and misunderstood), segments of
the mortgage market today.
Non-QM lending encompasses an array of loan types such as bank statements,
asset depletion, interest only, balloons,
43%+ DTI, foreign nationals and prior
credit event, just to name a few. It generates clicks with statements like this one
from Bloomberg: “Lenders have bundled
more than $18 billion worth of these
loans into bonds this year that they then
sold to investors, a 44% increase from
2018 and the most for any year since the
securities became common post-crisis.”
(LINK:https://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2019-11-04/risky-mortgagebonds-are-back-and-delinquencies-arepiling-up?srnd=premium)
It’s important to highlight the scale of
just how small this compares to the past
with a quote from HousingWire: “There
were more than $1 trillion in subprime
and Alt-A mortgages originated in 2005
and 2006. That’s roughly equivalent to
how many purchase mortgages originated in all of last year.” (LINK: https://www.
housingwire.com/articles/49224-non-qmlending-is-on-the-rise-but-heres-why-itsnot-the-subprime-of-the-past/?v=preview)
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That’s $18 billion today vs. more than
$1 trillion in 2005, and the total mortgage
market is roughly $2 trillion for 2019.
HOW THE MARKET HAS EVOLVED
What’s more is understanding how the
market has evolved since the crisis. Largely gone are the days of a borrower’s ability to “fog a mirror” or “have a pulse” to

qualify for a loan. With the creation of the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB), the “ability to repay” regulations
and the non-qualified mortgage, the residential loan landscape has been dramatically altered.
The challenge now is to separate the
fear of the past and the opportunity of the
future.
As these new products evolve, you
will develop new loan programs for your
members, safely and soundly. The goal of
this article is to help you understand the
various facets of non-QM lending and
highlight the risk (or lack thereof). This
can be a growth area for your credit union
and your members. (See accompanying
“Non-Agency MBS Issuance” chart.)
First, let’s address a horribly titled and
perhaps poorly designed regulation:
the Non-Qualified Mortgage. A result
of the housing crisis, it was created by

Non-Agency MBS Issuance
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Mortgage Type by Servicer Size (Loans Outstanding in NMDB September 2018)

Conventional: Other

Conventional: Fannie or Freddie

FHA insured

FSA/RHS insured

VA guaranteed

100%

75%
Share of loans

the CFPB to educate and protect borrowers and is defined in Appendix Q.
(LINK:https://www.consumerfinance.
gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking
regulations/1026/Q/)
Some say it smells like subprime. How
about expanded prime? Others call it
non-prime. What exactly do any of these
mean? I prefer to call this what it is: relationship or portfolio lending. These are
loans that won’t fit into the agency’s credit
box.
Per the CFPB, smaller servicers, typically community banks and credit unions,
are generating a larger percentage of nonGSE loans currently. (See accompanying “Mortgage Type by Servicer Size”
chart.) “At small servicers, most loans are
neither government-insured nor serviced
for Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. Although
small servicers may service some of these
loans for other owners, if small servicers
are not servicing conventional loans for
Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac, it generally means they are holding the loans
on their own books.” (LINK: https://files.
consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/
cfpb_2019-servicer-size-mortgagemarket_report.pdf)
One of the biggest challenges involves
the 43% DTI qualification and the ability
to qualify income of the self-employed
member. The CFPB has created this
enormously broad, really scary sounding subset of the mortgage market where
many struggle to understand the risk and
the penalty if they miss something.

64%

64%

33%

50%

58%

25%

42%

31%
31%
17%

17%

0%
Small

Per the American Banker: “Roughly
70% of the working population are W-2
employees with little variable income, but
30% have income that is hard to document.” (LINK: https://www.americanbanker.com/news/new-villain-in-battleover-cfpb-mortgage-rule-appendix-q) The
Wall Street Journal estimates that loans
with DTIs north of 43% were roughly
$260 billion in mortgages in 2018 alone.
(LINK:https://www.wsj.com/articlescfpb-takes-aim-at-mortgage-patch-thatenables-riskier-borrowing-11564088615)
That’s an enormous segment of the
market!
However, as shown in the accom-

Share of Fannie Mae Loans Over 90 Days or More Delinquent (By FICO Score and DTI Ratio)

Source: Urban Institute analysis of Fannie Mae loan-level performance date.
Notes: DTI = debt-to-income. The Fannie Mae dataset includes 30-year fixed-rate, full-documentation, fully amortizing mortgage
loans. These data include loans originated from the first quarter of 1999 through the second quarter of 2018. Loan performance is
through the second quarter of 2019.

Mid-size

Large

panying “Fannie Mae Loans Over 90
Days Delinquent” chart, the Urban
Institute has shown that income is the
worst qualifier of performance when
comparing DTI, LTV and FICO over
Fannie Mae’s performance history dating to 1999. (LINK: https://www.urban.
org/sites/default/files/publication/101048/
comment_letter_to_the_consumer_financial_protection_bureau_0.pdf) In truth,
as many credit unions and community
lenders know, it’s a layering of risk that
helps estimate future performance.
You can see from the “Distribution
of Fannie Mae Lending” table how the
market has shifted as a result of the new
regulation and mortgage crisis with Fannie Mae:

Lower FICO score loans with high
DTIs made up 40% of the market back
from 1999-2004. From 2011-2018 they
make up only 15%.

Conversely, higher FICO score loans
with high DTIs made up 28% of the
market from 1999-2004. They have more
than doubled to 59%’ from 2011-2018.
You can really see the shift in credit
starting in 2008. The shift up in FICO
is apparent.
As a result of this shift, there is a tremendous opportunity for community
lenders to capture business that would be
classified as non-QM. (See accompanying “Chase’s First Non-QM Issuance”
ACUMA PIPELINE -winter 2020
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Distribution of Fannie Mae Lending, by FICO Score and DTI Ratio

Chase’s First Non-QM Issuance

Source: Keefe, Bruyette & Woods

chart.) A great example of non-QM loans
being confused with non-prime is JPM’s
recently issued private label security, discussed in an article in National Mortgage
News. (LINK: https://www.nationalmortgagenews.com/news/record-issuance-ofnon-qm-securities-in-the-first-quarter )
The loans have a 770 FICO, with nearly
30% equity down, but what makes these
loans non-QM? The answer: Most of the
loans were classified as non-QM because
they were underwritten using tax tran-

scripts rather than signed tax returns. Is
this not a loan you would originate for
your member?
A more current market example of true
non-QM loan is the Citi deal in August
2019. In the accompanying “Collateral Characteristics by Program” table
(LINK:https://www.dbrs.com/research/
349378/citigroup-mortgage-loan-trust2019-imc1-presale-report) you can see the
nuanced differences to bank statement,
investor loans or asset depletion. Note the
FICO, LTV, DTI, reserves and income
differences across the various programs:
significant down payments; reserves
twice the balance of the loan amount.
The “full doc” loans are the ones that
carry the lowest FICO, highest DTI, lower reserves and probably the loans most
would be comfortable with today simply
because they are “full doc”!
LAYERS OF RISK IN
NON-QM LOANS
Second, now that you’ve had a taste of

Collateral Characteristics by Program (Simple Average)

Loan Risks
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what’s out in the market, let’s dive into the
varying layers of risk in these loans. How
are they different and why is this space
growing?
The accompanying “Loan Risks”
chart highlights various non-QM lenders/securitizers. Note the FICO, DTI (or
Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR) if
rental properties), doc type, and most importantly, coupon. In this chart, find the
common strand other than that they are
all heavy non-QM.
I think this chart and the “Collateral
Characteristics” chart are great illustrations of the breadth of credit one might
find in the underwriting, or layering of
risk.
It’s essential to point out that what
you’re seeing in the accompanying
“Loan
Risks” chart is only what
is being securitized toWith the
day. There are a number
creation of
of Main Street lenders
originating these prod- the CFPB, the
ucts for portfolio and ‘ability to repay’
have been doing so for
regulations
decades. The coupons
and the
needed to originate and
sell profitably vs. origi- non-qualified
mortgage,
nate and portfolio are
vastly different. Many the residential
Main Street lenders pay loan landscape
no attention to the “nonhas been
QM” title. It’s simply a
dramatically
portfolio loan, but they
altered.
often don’t adjust rates
accordingly.
Generically speaking,
we see strong liquidity
and acceptance of bank statement, asset
depletion and DSCR lending in the secondary market. Some descriptions, rate
sheets and details to those various products are explained below:
1. Bank statement. This segment is
mostly focused on self-employed borrowers where you often have business
cash flow commingled with personal cash
flow. The gig/cash economy is becoming
an increasing factor in this space. The
market seems more receptive to those
loans with longer periods of time for
statements received from the borrower.
As an example, we couldn’t recommend
doing 1-month bank statements today

“

“

picks up 30mm on the result of the sale
as the market isn’t quite there yet. 12- to
and applies for 1mm loan. He’s not em24-month bank statements are relatively
ployed, he just sold his business but if
common.
you amortize that 30mm over the next
Taken from a recent presale report by
30 years he easily qualifies for the loan on
Standard and Poor’s: “Income on cer“income.”
tain mortgage loans (47.5% of the deal,
Example product descriptions/rate
as a percentage of the balance) was verisheets are available here: (LINK: https://
fied using ‘alternative methods’ (personal
redwoodconduit.com/wp-content/
or business bank statements with the
uploads/2018/12/Redwood-Programmajority using 24 months of bank stateComparison-for-Website.pdf )(LINK:
ments). We view income verification ushttps://www.newrezwholesale.
ing alternative documentation to
com/loan-programs/smart-sebe a weaker standard than ‘full’
ries/smartfunds/)
documentation of income, and
3. Debt service coverage
consequently we increased our
ratios “DSCR.” Typically,
loss coverages for these loans by The CFPB has
these are investor loans (rentapplying an adjustment to the
created this
als) where that rental income
foreclosure frequencies. We apenormously
is used to qualify. Does the
plied an adjustment factor of
income produced by the prop2.25x, 2.00x, and 1.75x to the broad, really
foreclosure frequencies for loans scary sounding erty support the debt, absent
the underlying borrower? The
using less than 12 months of subset of the
loans are often more commerbank statements, 12-23 months
mortgage
cially underwritten vs. conof bank statements, and for loans
market [43% DTI sumer/residential guidelines.
using at least 24 months of bank
qualification]
Lifted from a recent prestatements, respectively.”
sale report by Standard and
Example product descrip- where many
Poor’s: “The mortgage pool
tions/rate sheets are available
struggle to
property-focused
here: (LINK: https://angeloak- understand the contains
investor loans that were unhomeloans.com/product-offerrisk and the
derwritten to an investment
ings/bank-statement-program/ ) (
LINK: https://www.newrezwhole- penalty if they property business purpose
sale.com/loan-programs/smart- miss something. program (6.9% by balance) using debt service coverage ratios
series/smartself/)
(DSCRs) ranging from 0.76 to
2. Asset depletion. Taken
2.6. Depending on the DSCR,
from a lender’s guidelines: “Simwe applied an adjustment facply put, we add up all their elitor ranging from 3.15x to 5.26x to the
gible assets and subtract the entire loan
foreclosure frequencies for these loans.”
amount and closing costs. Then we comExample product descriptions/rate
pare that to their total monthly obligasheets are available here: (LINK: https://
tions over 5 years plus reserve requirecaliberhomeloans.com/loans-programs/
ments. If qualifying assets are greater than
portfolio-lending-program/investment)
their total obligations and reserves, they
(LINK: https://deephavenmortgage.com/
qualify.”
wholesale/wholesale-products/#panel-4 ) (
We see two types of borrowers here.
LINK: https://www.newrezwholesale.com/
Imagine granny in a home and applyloan-programs/smart-series/smartvest/)
ing for a refinance. She’s retired, drawing
We see some liquidity for foreign naSocial Security, with a 4mm retirement/
tional loans but not quite as vibrantly as
investment account but not currently
the previous products. This is more of a
employed or drawing a paycheck. Social
realm where either you’re comfortable
Security alone wouldn’t get her below the
with this type borrower or you’re not. It’s
43% threshold, but if you take the 4mm
often very geographically concentrated
and amortize it over a 5-year window
and sometimes carries a more Eastern
she would be well qualified. The second,
demographic in the current market.
more dramatic example is a recent en4. Foreign nationals. There are varitrepreneur that has sold the business. He

“

“

ous iterations here, but these borrowers
likely do not have a social, nor a tax ID
and often limited established U.S. credit.
You might be dealing with various forms
of Visas and sponsorship.
Taken from a DBRS Credit Rating Services presale: “Made to investment property borrowers who are citizens of foreign
countries and who do not reside or work
in the United States. Borrowers may use
alternative income and credit documentation. Income is typically documented
by the employer or accountant, and credit
is verified by letters from overseas credit
holders.”
Example product descriptions/rate
sheets are available here: (LINK: https://
www.citadelservicing.com/programs/
outside-dodd-frank-odf ) (LINK: https://
angeloakhomeloans.com/product-offerings/foreign-national-program/) (LINK:
https://deephavenmortgage.com/wholesale/wholesale-products/#panel-5 )
5. Interest-only loans. While often
with impeccable credit, this is a loan that
we’ve just not seen return to the secondary market since the crisis. Usually you
find these loans with very high FICOs,
very
conservative
LTVs but also very
low coupons. They are
often associated with
There is a
wealth management
tremendous
clients where an ACH
opportunity
discount is given or a
for
community
certain dollar amount
lenders to
of deposits discount is
given. Coupled with capture business
interest-only
being that would be
classified as non-QM
classified as
as written by Appennon-QM.
dix Q, this has been a
double whammy in the
space.
For most of the
credit unions, we can’t advocate that prior
credit event (PCE) loans are something
that should be in your stable of products. These are prior bankruptcies, short
sales, foreclosures, missed mortgage payments, etc. Wall Street loves this product
because it carries the most risk and the
highest coupons. These are often loans
that behave more like bridge lending. The
FICOs are low, the down payments are
high, and the borrower has a window to

“

“
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help their FICO recover by making their
payments on time. Once it gets back into
that 680 range, the loan refinances. Or the
borrower succumbs to the issues that previously caused the troubles on their ability
to repay. This takes a nuanced and skilled
underwriting set.
6. Prior credit event (PCE) products.
These are likely borrowers with a recent
(shorter than GSE guides) short sale, prior delinquency/late payment, foreclosure
or bankruptcy. When you read the headlines like the above referenced WSJ article,
this is often the space that frightens readers most.
Credit to Standard and Poor’s presale:
“The borrowers on a portion of the mortgage loans have had one or more PCEs,
such as bankruptcies or housing-related
PCEs (foreclosures, short-sales, deed-inlieu of foreclosure, etc.) that may have
limited their access to loan products offered by the various agencies. Although
these borrowers’ updated FICO scores
likely reflect their PCEs, we made an incremental adjustment to the foreclosure
frequencies to account for this unique
pool characteristic. We believe that a
borrower’s behavior surrounding a PCE
could indicate what it would do when
faced with a similar situation in the future, and suggests a greater likelihood that
it would default, notwithstanding this and
other adverse performance already incorporated in its FICO score.
“Therefore, these borrowers may behave similarly to borrowers who are 30
days delinquent. We focused primarily on
prior bankruptcy, foreclosure, short-sale,
and deed-in-lieu events (24 months from
the cut-off date for bankruptcy discharges
or dismissals and 36 months from the cutoff date for housing-related events). For
loans to borrowers with more seasoned
PCEs, we believe that the associated risks
associated with those PCEs are reflected
in the updated FICO. We applied a poollevel PCE-related loss coverage adjustment factor of 1.05x, which was derived
from the 2.50x weighted average factor
(30-day delinquent loan factor) for 46
loans (3.3% by balance), and a 1.00x factor for the remaining loans in the mortgage pool.”
Example product descriptions/rate
sheets are available here: (LINK: https://
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Probability of Default Penalty by Alt-Doc Type

Source: Fitch Ratings

deephavenmortgage.com/correspondent/correspondent-products/#panel-3)
(LINK:https://caliberhomeloans.com/
loans-programs/portfolio-lending-program/fresh-start-program)(LINK: https://
www.citadelservicing.com/programs/nonprime-rate-sheet )
PERFORMANCE ON
PREPAYMENTS AND DEFAULTS
Third, we focus on performance both on
prepayments and defaults. Fitch recently
did a good piece highlighting the probability of default for these various non-QM
products. (LINK: https://www.fitchratings.
com/site/pr/10080999) The red line in the
accompanying “Probability of Default
Penalty” chart is the legacy, pre-crisis alt
doc loans from a risk profile. Will these
new products perform better or worse?

We have some early indications based on
2017-2019 vintage securitizations.
S&P recently wrote about 46 non-QM
transactions that it has rated going back
to 2017. (LINK: https://www.spglobal.
com/ratings/en/research/articles/190920non-qm-s-meteoric-rise-is-leading-theprivate-label-rmbs-comeback-11159125)
With regard to the various subproducts
of non-QM, S&P says the accompanying
“Delinquent Population” chart “shows
that while there was some variance, there
was no obvious pattern. The decreasing
trend in delinquency rate with the more
recent vintages is expected because the
newer loans have had less time to underperform.”
Looking at the 2017 vintage, oddly, full
doc loans had the worst performance, followed by PCE loans and foreign nation-

Delinquent Population as Percent of Existing Population (i)
Characteristic

2017

2018

2019

Alternative documentation

7.82

3.06

2.47

Full documentation

10.32

3.72

2.30

Other documentation (ii)

3.88

2.81

3.30

DTI>43

6.22

3.90

2.69

Prior credit event

8.49

4.97

1.86

Foreign national

8.31

4.09

3.75

(i) Delinquent population includes 30+ days delinquent/foreclosure/real estate owned (including bankruptcy).
(ii) “Other” includes debt service coverage ratio, no ratio, and asset depletion loans. DTI – Debt to income.

Day 1 Certainty®

One Day or

Day One

Start delivering more loans and a better borrower
experience with automated data validation
Have you modernized your loan process? With the Desktop Underwriter® (DU®) validation service,
you can automate income, asset and employment validation, end the paper chase and deliver the
digital experience that borrowers expect.

Start today. Visit GetDay1.com.

Non-QM Collateral Performance (For 46 transactions rated by S&P Global Ratings)
30-59 DQ % (left scale)
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Note: Transactions are referenced by Intex-code. DQ - Delinquency, FC - Foreclosure, REO - Real estate owned, BK - Bankruptcy.
Copyright ©2019 by Standard & Poors Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.

Average Three Month Prepayment Rate
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als. 2018 saw fully documented loan DQs
drop substantially but PCE and foreign
national remained high. (See accompanying “Delinquent Population as
Percent of Existing Population” chart.)
Though still too early to call for 2019 vintage, foreign national remains high.
As we get further and further from the
recession, I suspect we will see fewer PCE
loans due to a healthy long-term economy.
Prepayment speeds are also creating
a challenge when looking at credit performance. Since speeds are considerably
higher on non-QM loans, the remaining
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balance of the pools from the accompanying “Non-QM Collateral Performance” chart also shows that pool factors have fallen relatively quickly for most
issuances, which can, in turn, affect delinquency percentages, as they are based on
outstanding balance.”
In general, non-QM loans, shown in
the “Average Three-Month Prepayment” chart, typically hold coupons 50200 bps higher than their full doc peers.
Many expect higher prepayment rates
despite more limited competition for the
loan in the market. S&P states “The av-

erage non-QM prepayment speed was
roughly at a 35% conditional prepayment rate (CPR)” in 2018. Prepayment
speeds have picked up across the board
in 2019 due to rapidly falling rates.
In conclusion, with the current administration signaling the coming end of the
QM patch in 2021, many forecast this to
be an area that continues to grow. Perhaps this is a growth area for your origination team once you determine the risk
profile of your member segment and the
underserved.
We strongly encourage a discussion
with our underwriting team as you start
to formulate your credit profile. Not all
non-QM lending is created equal and
each carries various layers of risk.
John Toohig, a fixedincome trader, is a
Managing Director and
the head of the Whole
Loan Group at Raymond
James. He is also
President of Raymond
John Toohig
James Mortgage
Company, Inc. Contact him for more
information on Raymond James’s wholeloan analytic services.

Partner with a Correspondent
that cares and believes in
strengthening communities

• Retained servicing on FNMA, FHLMC, FHA and VA loans, protecting your

members from cross-selling by other lenders
• Our manufactured home expertise can help meet your CRA requirements
• Customizable FHA, VA, USDA and manufactured home training to meet your
community needs
• With Guild Mortgage, your members remain your members

Sound good? Ready to talk? Let’s partner.
Permitted to conduct business in: AK, AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, HI, IA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MD, ME, MA, MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, NH, NM, NV, OH, OK, OR,
PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WA, WI, WV & WY; Guild Mortgage Company is an Equal Housing Lender. AZ BK #0018883; Licensed by the Department of Business Oversight
under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act; Georgia Residential Mortgage Licensee; GA #6268; Licensed by the Mississippi Department of Banking and Consumer
Finance; NV Banker #1076 / NV Broker #1141; Licensed by the New Hampshire Banking Department; OR ML-176; Rhode Island Licensed Lender; State of Missouri Principal Location:
17280 North Outer 40, Ste. 101, Chesterfield, MO 63005; Company NMLS ID 3274. Branch NMLS ID 959528. www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org/. All loans subject to underwriter
approval. Terms and conditions apply, subject to change without notice. Guild Mortgage Company 5898 Copley Drive San Diego, CA 92111; For more licensing information, please
visit www.guildmortgage.com/licensing.

Mortgage Automation

APIs Streamline
Mortgage Operations
and Improve the
Member Experience
By Susan Graham
FICS

D

espite concerns from some economists that the overall
economy could slow down in 2020, Freddie Mac’s latest
housing market forecast is projecting a strong start to the
new decade.
Due to interest rates staying steady in the 3%-4% range, Freddie
Mac expects there to be $834 billion in U.S. refinances in 2020,
which is on pace with 2019 and $300 billion more than 2018.
On the purchase side, Freddie Mac predicts $1.299 trillion in
purchase originations in 2020 and $1.369 trillion in purchase
originations in 2021. View the entire forecast here: (LINK: www.
housingwire.com/articles/freddie-mac-heres-what-to-expect-fromthe-housing-market-in-2020/]
With a strong market and lower interest rates, credit unions
will need to continue to maximize their efficiency and enhance
the member experience to effectively compete against the largest
lenders.

According to the Mortgage Lender
Sentiment Survey report by Fannie Mae’s
Economic & Strategic Research group,
lenders’ net profit margin outlook continues to trend upward, and it is the most
positive reading in the survey’s history.
Consumer demand and operational
efficiency were cited by lenders as the
two most important reasons for their
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increased profit margin outlook. View
the entire survey here: (LINK: www.
fanniemae.com/resources/file/research/
mlss/pdf/mortgage-lender-sentimentsurvey-findings-q32019.pdf]
Credit unions have access to a wealth
of mortgage software to increase efficiency. Lenders need to integrate the
software to create the best mix of auto-

mation and customer service. Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
meet those needs.
APIs are software-to-software interfaces that enable applications to easily
communicate back and forth without
the need for user awareness or intervention. A 2019 Fannie Mae survey found
that APIs are viewed by mortgage lenders as one of the top two technologies
with the greatest potential to help improve or streamline processes.
In the survey, mortgage lenders responded that they were most interested
in an API to verify borrower data and
to integrate with settlement services
technology to streamline property appraisal value and comparables. View the
entire survey here: (LINK: fanniemae.
com/portal/research-sights/perspectives/
mortgage-lenders-new-technologies
-042219.html)
APIs can be used internally specifically for a given company or organization, or externally and made available to
any parties interested in developing an
interface or connection to their product
or service. Sometimes it’s easier to use an
API than to develop new functionality

error. APIs can also provide borrowers
from the ground up. By utilizing availwith quicker, updated access to stateable APIs, credit unions can leverage
ments and loan information on the conmultiple solutions to achieve the specific
sumer-facing website.
functionality desired and create a centralized database.
APIs IMPROVE DATA QUALITY
APIs let mortgage professionals seamBy sharing information between loan
lessly order fulfillment services from
origination software and servarious service providers or
vicing software, an API elimshare data across platforms, alinates the need for data to be
lowing users to remain in one
By utilizing
manually migrated from one
system to provide support to
platform to another. With retheir members. APIs also ofavailable
duced human intervention,
fer several important benefits
Application
data consistency and accurato mortgage professionals and
Programming
cy can increase dramatically,
borrowers, including improved
efficiency, data quality and user Interfaces (APIs), improving the data-managecredit unions ment process.
experience.
In addition, the API detercan leverage
mines
how data is shared, enAPIs INCREASE
multiple solutions
suring compatibility; whereas
EFFICIENCY THROUGH
to achieve
separate systems may result
AUTOMATION
the
specific
in data that is incompatible.
One of the biggest benefits of
functionality
Going a step further, APIs
using APIs is the workflow aucan enable real-time access to
tomation they provide. APIs
desired and
specific data within another
support integrations between
create a
system, even if that data is
software programs, enabling
centralized
not physically stored in the
mortgage professionals to create a
database.
other system.
comprehensive, customized tech
When loan origination
ecosystem that supports autosoftware
and web applicamatic communication between
tions use internal APIs, borsystems, creating seamless oprowers have real-time access to loan aperations.
plication documents and status updates.
APIs can query data or update a dataBorrowers can also upload supporting
base when processing a loan application.
documents at their convenience at any
In the past, to determine loan eligibility,
time between application and closing.
credit unions had to pull information,
Additionally, the data from the mortsuch as borrower credit scores and liagage application can be automatically
bilities, manually. Now, by using an API,
imported into the separate platforms,
lenders can integrate their online portal
eliminating the need to manually reor loan origination system (LOS) with
enter the information.
credit agencies to determine loan eligibility almost instantaneously.
APIs UPGRADE THE
On the servicing side, an API, used
MEMBER EXPERIENCE
in conjunction with an automation or
APIs can improve the lending process
scheduling tool, can automate the exfor members as well as mortgage lenders.
ecution of mortgage servicing software
Today’s borrowers expect quick, conprograms—such as end-of-day and
venient transactions. By utilizing APIs,
end-of-month reports, investor close
lenders and servicers can accelerate their
out, monthly loan statements and credit
processes and eliminate a significant porunion core interfaces. The API should
tion of the manual loan process, enabling
have the ability to notify your IT staff of
them to more quickly and accurately dethe successful execution of the task after
liver loan information to borrowers.
it’s completed.
For example, instead of waiting up to
APIs can eliminate after-hours and
24 hours to see changes reflected in their
weekend work, saving time and money,
online application or servicing portal,
and reduce mistakes caused by human

“

“

members can receive real-time loanstatus updates and access to statements
and disclosures.
APIs allow for the exchange of data
and execution of programs between applications. On the servicing side, borrowers gain immediate, real-time access
to their specific loan data and statements
and can conveniently make online payments 24/7.
TEST THE BENEFITS
Most credit union mortgage professionals will benefit from implementing APIs
that build on existing functionality and
automate processes to create custom
solutions without the need to switch or
upgrade platforms.
To determine whether your credit
union may benefit from using APIs, answer these basic questions:
Are there any repetitive tasks that our
mortgage team must handle every day?
Is there information I’d like to share
with members that isn’t accessible in
real time?
Is there any additional functionality or
workflow we’d like to add to one of the
applications we’re currently using?
Would I like to use automation to
give staff more time to better serve
members?
If a lender, servicer or originator answered “yes” to any of the above questions, the credit union would likely
benefit from an API. Ultimately, APIs
can provide significant benefits, both
internally and externally, for mortgage
professionals and members.
Susan Graham is
president and chief
operating officer of FICS
(Financial Industry
Computer Systems, Inc.),
a mortgage software
company specializing in
Susan Graham
cost-effective, in-house
mortgage loan origination, residential
mortgage-servicing and commercial
mortgage-servicing software for mortgage
lenders, banks and credit unions. FICS
also provides document management
and web-based capabilities in its full suite
of products. You can reach Graham at
susangraham@fics.com.
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Honors, Awards
and Recognitions

Making a Difference

Tina Mausser of IDS Honored by HousingWire
TINA MAUSSER, Client Support Manager for INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENT
SERVICES (IDS), has been honored by HousingWire magazine in its fourth annual HW
Insiders Awards™ program.
Winners are chosen annually by HousingWire’s editorial board based on their
accomplishments.
According to the publication, the HW Insiders program recognizes 50 individuals who
“are the ‘go-to’ team members in their companies and represent a wide range of occupations
within the housing industry, from lending and servicing to investments and real estate.
The Insiders are professionals their companies turn to with their most important or
challenging projects because their contributions and hard work lead to superior results.”
Mausser has been with IDS, a mortgage document preparation vendor, for 14 years. She
has worked in several departments, including Integrations and Implementations, enabling
her to build long-standing relationships with IDS’s clients.
“Tina Mausser is one of IDS’s most valued employees,” IDS Vice President and General
Manager MARK MACKEY said. “Her diligence, leadership and dedication to client
service haven’t gone unnoticed, and we are thrilled to see her efforts recognized on an
industry-wide scale.”

R adian’s Bruschi Celebrates 35 Years;
Company Unveils Home Price Index
TONY BRUSCHI has celebrated his 35th anniversary at RADIAN,
which provides private mortgage insurance and related risk management products and services.
Bruschi, Vice President and Senior Relationship Manager for
Credit Union Strategy, has also managed Radian’s secondary marketing team, inside sales support, Wall Street sales, and various segment strategies, including credit union sales.
Bruschi has been a speaker at various MBA events, the Western
Secondary marketing conference, and has written articles in various Tony Bruschi
publications including the Scotsman Guide and ACUMA’s Pipeline
magazine. He is a graduate of the MBA School of Mortgage Banking and a Certified Mortgage Banker.
In other Radian news, the company has unveiled its HOME PRICE INDEX. Leveraging a wealth of national data and property valuation expertise, the indices track changes in
housing values and real estate markets. From an accurate and up-to-date value of nearly
every home across the U.S., Radian’s indices recognize that housing stock and quality are
always changing and that to understand markets, you need to see the whole picture.
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Members 1st Recognized
as a Top Mortgage
Lender
MEMBERS 1ST FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION’S Mortgage Services division
has been ranked the No.1 local residential
mortgage lender by dollar volume by the
Central Penn Business Journal.
Of the 25 local mortgage lenders and
brokers on the list that represent a sevencounty region, Members 1st, based in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, moved into
the top spot, jumping from second place
in 2018.
“We are committed to our members during these important financial moments,”
said DAWN PELLEGRINO, Vice President of Real Estate Lending. “Whether
someone is buying their first home, a
vacation home, relocating or looking to
refinance an existing mortgage, we have
a mortgage program tailored to all needs.
Members 1st FCU serves more than
435,000 members through its branch locations in southcentral Pennsylvania. It
offers mortgages in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Florida, North Carolina
and South Carolina, and has plans to
expand into additional states, Pellegrino
said.
In addition, Members 1st has been
ranked among the top 50 mortgage-originating credit unions in the nation in the
quarterly Top 300 rankings compiled by
ACUMA.
TELL US ABOUT YOUR NEWS
We publish news of credit union
real estate industry honors, awards
and recognitions of individuals and
organizations. We also publish news of
housing-related community recognitions,
such as Habitat for Humanity projects
and National Association of Realtors
cooperative ventures. Send your news
to krista@acuma.org and include who,
what (be specific), when, where and,
if desired, a head-and-shoulders photo
(150 dpi) identifying the person being
honored (name, title, organization).
Deadlines are November 15 for the
Winter Issue and May 15 for the
Summer issue.

Helping you connect
with your members
FICS’ software increases efficiencies by automating loan
origination and mortgage servicing operations, giving your staff
more time to deliver prompt, personalized customer service.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Their Loan Application Online
Attach Supporting Docs To Their Application
Receive Help Completing The Application
View Disclosures Online
Access Their Loan Information 24/7
Receive Tailored Messages From The Lender
Make Online Payments And View Statements

Credit Unions of all sizes prefer FICS®

Using our Loan Origination and Mortgage Servicing Software, you can increase profits by originating
and servicing more loans per employee; efficiently service loans for investors, including Fannie Mae®,
Freddie Mac® and FHLB; and deliver superior customer service. LPOnline® and eStatus Connect®, FICS’
mobile-friendly web applications for borrowers, act as borrower communication hubs throughout the loan
process and life of loan. Xcluso®, a mobile-friendly web application for loan officers, allows branch or call
center employees to assist borrowers with their applications at any location.
32% of Credit Unions with more than $1 Billion in assets use FICS® software

Connect Today!

www.fics.com | 972.458.8583

Loan Origination Software

Mortgage Servicing Software

FICS®, WWW.FICS.COM™, LOAN PRODUCER®, MORTGAGE SERVICER®, LPONLINE®, ESTATUS CONNECT® and XCLUSO® names and
logos are registered trademarks or trademarks of FINANCIAL INDUSTRY COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. Fannie Mae® is a registered
trademarks of Fannie Mae. Freddie Mac® is a registered trademark of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation.

YOUR MORTGAGE SOFTWARE
PARTNER SINCE 1983

Honors, Awards
and Recognitions

Making a Difference
Continued

S ervion Group
CUSO Surpasses 400
Mortgage Partners

 U Members Mortgage Hires Credit Union
C
Lending Expert
CU MEMBERS MORTGAGE has hired credit union mortgage
lending expert RENEE KONTROS as Pipeline Manager. Kontros is
responsible for managing the mortgage pipeline for all direct lending credit union partners to ensure on-time closings and increase
member and credit union satisfaction.
Previously, Kontros worked for a mortgage CUSO where she
managed processing for three credit unions originating more than
$1 billion annually. She has held various other lending positions in- Renee Kontros
cluding processing supervisor, closer, processor and loan officer assistant.
Kontros also has experience working with challenges such as self-employed applicants,
problematic credit histories, government loan products and construction loans.
“Renee’s extensive background specializing in challenging loan processing will expand
our ability to serve credit unions nationwide in this dynamic market,” said STEVE HEWINS, Senior Vice President of CU Members Mortgage, a division of Colonial Savings.
“She has the skills we have searched for to tackle complex transactions we are processing
today for our credit union partners and their members.”
Dallas-based CU Members Mortgage provides comprehensive mortgage services to
credit unions and CUSOs nationwide, originating more than $1 billion in FHA, VA, and
conventional loans each year.

THE SERVION GROUP, a Minnesotabased credit union service organization
(CUSO), has reached a milestone in its
growth: the company now has more than
400 mortgage partners across the United
States.
Its partners are comprised of credit
unions and community banks with asset
sizes ranging from under $10 million to
more than $5 billion.
“We are excited about the growth of our
company and equally excited about using
our mortgage expertise to help partners
grow as well,” said BRAD CRANDALL,
CEO of The Servion Group.
“We’ve also diversified our company
to support partners in areas like business
lending, real estate, residential and commercial title, and financial advisory, making us a viable strategic partner to institutions seeking growth in those areas” said
Crandall.

Y
 olo FCU Earns County’s
‘Best Mortgage Company’
Award
YOLO FEDERAL CREDIT UNION has
been voted Best Mortgage Company in
California’s Yolo County for the second
year in a row.
The credit union said “employee devotion of providing the best service” to
members earned it the 2019 award, presented by the Daily Democrat newspaper.
The honored Real Estate team included
CONNOR BODKIN, PAIGE SWANSON, BETHANY MALCOLM and
ROSIE VEGA, and Vice President MATT
ISIKA.
Yolo Federal has five branches throughout the county to serve members.
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The Yolo FCU Real Estate team includes (from left) Connor Bodkin, Paige Swanson, Bethany
Malcolm and Rosie Vega. Not pictured is Vice President Matt Isika.

Fannie Mae’s Tammy Trefny Earns CMB Designation
from MBA
TAMMY J. TREFNY, the Relationship Manager for Single Family
Mortgage at FANNIE MAE, has received The Certified Mortgage
Banker (CMB) designation from the Mortgage Bankers Association.
The designation is the industry standard of professional success
and one of the highest levels of professional success one can achieve
in the mortgage industry. It symbolizes respect, credibility, ethics and
achievement within real estate finance.
CMB candidates must acquire points earned through a combination of professional experience, secondary education, continuing Tamy Rrefny
education through MBA-sponsored events and MBA Education
courses, as well as participation in MBA at the local, state and/or national level.
After accumulating the required points and passing a comprehensive written exam, candidates must demonstrate industry knowledge by passing an oral exam conducted by a
panel of CMBs.

B FSFCU Tops $5 Million in the CU Realty
Million Dollar Club
Washington, D.C.-based BANK-FUND STAFF FEDERAL CREDIT UNION (BFSFCU)
has returned more than $5 million in cash back to members buying and selling homes
through the HomeAdvantage® program
from CU REALTY SERVICES.
In so doing, BFSFCU has earned a lofty
spot in the CU Realty Million Dollar Club:
It is the second CU to have saved its members $5 million through the program.
The HomeAdvantage program is a turnkey real estate marketing solution designed
to help credit unions attract and engage
members interested in buying or selling a
home. When members use a HomeAdvantage certified agent to buy or sell a home,
they qualify to earn cash back bonuses at
closing. Other HomeAdvantage features
include co-branded property search portals, market research and property valuation
tools.
BFSFCU partnered with HomeAdvan- Daniel J. Rogan, General Manager of Loan
tage in 2004 and was one of the first credit Originations at Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit
unions to be named to the Million Dollar Union, receives a HomeAdvantage award
Club when the award was established in from Dosia A. Dixon, M.S., Regional Account
Manager at CU Realty, for retuirning more
February 2017. The club recognizes high- than $5 million to homebuyers.
performing credit unions that excel at using
the HomeAdvantage program to make homeownership more affordable.
“For the past 15 years, Bank-Fund Staff Federal Credit Union has dedicated a lot of effort
and time to serving its members through HomeAdvantage,” said TINA POWERS, COO
of CU Realty Services. “We are so pleased that one of our very first Million Dollar Club
members has now reached the $5 million level. This achievement speaks to its steadfast
commitment to making homeownership more affordable for its members.”
Launched in 2001, the CU Realty CUSO has worked with more than 100 credit unions
and mortgage CUSOs in 25 states.

M
 cLaughlin
Appointed to
CFBP Council
RACARDO McLAUGHLIN, the
Vice President of Mortgage
Origination/Operations at TWINSTAR CREDIT UNION in Lacey,
Washington, has been appointed
to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Credit
Union Advisory Council by CFPB
Director KATHY KRANINGER.

F rontwave CU
Celebrates Record
Year for Mortgage
Lending
FRONTWAVE CREDIT UNION in
Southern California set a record for mortgage lending in 2019, funding more than
$75 million in first mortgages through
November 30, 2019, a year-over-year increase of more than 146%.
JEFF FORSGREN, Director of Real Estate, credits the growth to a combination
of factors, including new products, new
team members and improved efficiencies.
“In 2019, we began offering VA loans,
rolled out a 3% down first-time homebuyer program, and added a no-closingcost product to our lineup,” he explained.
“These new products are well-suited to
Frontwave’s membership base, which
includes a large percentage of younger
military members and families, as well as
veterans.”
Frontwave also expanded its Real Estate
team in 2019, welcoming new Home Loan
Consultants AUTUMN ROOSE, FARID
SANIE and DUSTY CARROLL.
With 14 branches in California’s San Diego, Riverside and San Bernardino counties, Frontwave serves more than 89,000
members and counts more than $900 million in assets.
Recognized as a “best place to work” in
Southern California, Frontwave also won
the PETER BARRON STARK AWARD
for Workplace Excellence again in 2019.
ACUMA PIPELINE - SUMMER 2019
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Conference Attendees Rise to the Occasion

During the 2019 ACUMA Conference, a group of volunteers led by Genworth’s Melissa Lineberry held an evening food
drive. The packets collected were donated to Rise Against Hunger to benefit areas impacted by food shortages across the globe.
Lineberry plans to repeat the event during the 2020 ACUMA Conference. For more information on Rise Against Hunger, visit www.
riseagainsthunger.org/global-impact/.

WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS
ACUMA extends a warm

welcome to its newest members,
who join a community dedicated
to helping credit unions put more
members in homes through
competitive mortgage-lending
programs.
These new members are entitled
to all the benefits of ACUMA’s
educational and networking
organization, including events and
knowledge shared through our
website (www.acuma.org) and our
magazine, the Pipeline.
Join ACUMA in wishing success
to these new members:
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CREDIT UNION MEMBERS
AEA Federal Credit Union
Andrews Federal Credit Union
Atlanta Postal Credit Union
Avadian Credit Union
Canyon State Credit Union
Del-One Federal Credit Union
Diamond Credit Union
Emory Alliance Credit Union
Glass City Federal
Credit Union
Granite Federal Credit Union
Gulf Coast Educators Federal
Credit Union
Launch Federal Credit Union
Leaders Credit Union
Member One Federal
Credit Union
Mid-Atlantic Federal
Credit Union
Minnequa Works Credit Union
Publix Employees
Federal Credit Union

Southern Security
Federal Credit Union
Tampa Bay Federal
Credit Union
UNIFY Financial Credit Union
ValleyStar Credit Union
Weber State Credit Union
CUSO MEMBERS
Symbionce Financial
Solutions, LLC
AFFILIATE MEMBERS
ACES Risk Management
Calyx
Cornerstone Advisors
FHN Financial Capital
Assets Corp
LenderClose
ProxyPics, Inc.
QFS Sales Solutions
Rate Reset
The StoneHill Group

TOP
300

Analysis & Trends

Rise in
Refinancings
Boosts
Third-Quarter
Lending
By Tracy Ashfield

A

s we look at credit unions’
mortgage activity through the
third quarter of 2019, it’s clear
we experienced a nice ‘‘pre-winter’’
flurry of refinance activity.
Many credit unions enjoyed a great
third quarter in mortgage lending.
Credit unions funded more than
230,000 units from July through
September. That represents a lot of
homeowners who turned to their credit
union for their home financing needs
during those three months.
Overall market share rose just a bit,
and it continues to hover just under
8.5%. Reports are that 2019 fourthquarter volume stayed strong, so we
can expect good results when year-end
numbers come out.
Credit unions, stay strong! Keep

looking for opportunities to help your
members buy homes.

mortgage activity on their call report.

 ere has been much talk of the yield
Th
curve and the role ARMs are playing
in the market. Credit unions have
stayed pretty consistent with
ARM fundings. Adjustable rate
mortgages have represented
about 10% of the total fundings
Credit unions, for the last couple of years.

A FEW OBSERVATIONS
Here are a few fun facts I noticed while
looking at this latest data:

“

 ore than 3,000 credit
M
unions made at least one
loan in the third quarter,
but the Top 300 loan
stay strong!
Bottom line, credit unions
originators still represent
Keep
looking
for
are
an excellent housing finance
almost 80% of total credit
opportunities
partner
for their members, and
union originations.
to help your it shows!
 That number hasn’t moved members buy
in a long time. Remember
Tracy Ashfield is the President
homes.
there are just over 5,000
of ACUMA. She has also worked
credit unions total, so about
as a mortgage consultant for
60% are showing firstcredit unions

“

Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

Top 300 1st Mortgages Originated CUs
All Originating CUs (3,057 CUs)*
Top 300 Share

# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

94,864,688,243
384,640
326,449,898,333
36,556,765,174
119,822,999,759
555,831
453,851,773,928
43,459,363,670
79.2
69
71.9
84.1
*CUs who granted $10,000 or more 01/19 - 9/19						
					
Continued
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Grow

YOUR MORTGAGE
PROGRAM
with Member First Mortgage

Digital marketing platform
TO STAY IN TOUCH WITH
YOUR MEMBERS

• Connect with more members
• Automated Pre-Qualification
and retention campaigns
• Robust marketing content
• Reach more Realtors and Builders
• Ability to co-brand with partners

EXPAND YOUR

mortgage product offering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conventional (Fannie & Freddie)
FHA, VA and USDA/RD
Construction loans
Non-QM products
Non-warrantable Condos
Deposit Revenue Qualification
Investor Advantage programs

MAXIMIZE YOUR CREDIT
UNION'S income potential
Aggressive pricing from Member
First Mortgage will allow you to:
• Offer more competitive rates
to your members
• Maximize mortgage revenue
and profit
• Positively influence your Credit
Union’s bottom-line

Contact us today
TO DISCOVER THE
MFM DIFFERENCE!
www.memberfirstmortgage.com

866.898.1818 | NMLS ID# 149532
www.discovermfm.com

Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
Rank State

Name of
Credit Union

1
VA	Navy
2
NC State Employees’
3
MI
Lake Michigan
4
WA	BECU	
5
CA	 First Tech
6
NY Bethpage
7
ID
Idaho Central
8
CA	SchoolsFirst
9	UT
Mountain America
10
CO	Elevations
11
VA	Pentagon
12	OR	OnPoint Community
13
CA	Logix
14	AK	Alaska USA	
15
CA	Patelco
16
TX	University
17
CA	 Golden 1
18
WI Landmark
19	UT	America First
20 MA	Digital
21
CA	 Star One
22 TX Security Service
23 WI Summit
24 CO	Ent
25 IA	 Veridian
26 CA	Kinecta
27
WI	University Of Wisconsin
28 IL
BCU	
29 MN Wings Financial
30 IA	 GreenState
31
TX Randolph-Brooks
32	OH	Wright-Patt
33 WI Royal
34 KS
CommunityAmerica
35 IN
Evansville Teachers
36 FL
Suncoast
37
CA	Redwood
38 FL
VyStar
39 NC Coastal
40 GA	 Delta Community
41
NY State Employees
42 CO	Bellco
43	UT	Utah Community
44 NY	United Nations
45 MN TruStone Financial
46 TN Eastman
47
NY CAP COM
48 CA	SAFE
49 IL	Alliant
50	AZ Desert Financial
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$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

RE Loans Sold
but Serviced by CU

$13,561,162,732
$2,912,323,075
$2,418,078,982
$1,807,405,643
$1,601,437,239
$1,398,937,998
$1,346,084,530
$1,340,209,816
$1,274,391,571
$1,110,513,970
$970,417,200
$909,738,450
$884,930,674
$882,346,536
$875,643,588
$872,125,067
$844,521,642
$825,887,759
$820,721,563
$765,076,146
$759,342,869
$711,303,775
$698,552,215
$697,190,534
$670,284,536
$657,814,938
$653,450,295
$638,626,249
$618,919,828
$614,250,414
$596,588,192
$587,359,489
$576,333,842
$569,571,433
$556,619,768
$542,098,555
$533,762,288
$517,480,367
$506,217,170
$479,241,881
$477,447,066
$473,873,276
$469,388,845
$468,906,450
$436,879,428
$429,964,361
$418,019,225
$405,000,962
$402,453,005
$398,512,216

47,480
16,735
10,806
4,956
3,453
5,093
6,128
3,251
6,749
2,972
3,034
4,889
1,919
2,613
1,667
2,728
3,208
4,098
5,439
1,986
1,424
3,846
3,367
2,490
3,742
1,120
2,994
2,493
1,962
2,547
3,653
3,745
4,337
2,544
3,153
2,911
1,143
3,349
2,316
2,126
2,487
1,160
2,027
1,044
2,011
3,234
2,053
1,035
739
1,582

$36,132,380,290
$17,915,682,402
$3,971,649,904
$6,996,307,590
$5,293,195,045
$3,817,570,565
$1,834,430,697
$4,316,221,287
$2,735,499,430
$953,382,861
$9,737,323,362
$1,979,749,642
$3,712,600,524
$1,194,186,456
$3,161,729,782
$976,526,834
$3,117,439,725
$1,334,190,741
$1,234,999,188
$2,312,265,497
$3,487,765,317
$2,768,148,771
$1,718,004,221
$2,183,947,783
$1,521,314,306
$2,242,900,210
$838,869,410
$1,561,978,083
$2,175,572,252
$3,113,527,517
$2,805,107,692
$1,187,937,761
$1,078,744,328
$614,254,640
$770,000,360
$2,797,094,962
$1,872,945,270
$2,769,992,009
$1,035,366,918
$2,176,333,210
$992,160,514
$1,236,712,550
$381,864,000
$2,512,816,552
$469,201,064
$2,649,383,757
$1,038,220,561
$1,162,559,553
$4,469,204,783
$925,156,302

$7,178,011,272
$270,222
$1,432,424,313
$454,464,098
$858,191,457
$708,267,232
$827,115,164
$283,914,184
$504,658,469
$774,945,739
$891,304,576
$395,427,342
$201,086,280
$550,349,591
$169,059,963
$732,724,696
$159,823,874
$354,663,756
$449,179,481
$235,430,920
$279,472
$148,344,416
$432,961,314
$80,163,068
$399,017,203
$166,342,015
$401,535,000
$273,485,439
$103,572,356
$817,697,251
$190,231,745
$202,745,301
$226,091,358
$430,034,035
$296,766,378
$0
$148,084,900
$9,830,823
$284,070,841
$123,784,715
$266,429,472
$104,789,909
$263,763,896
$26,288,696
$145,276,773
$0
$232,945,974
$245,428,323
$136,727,939
$147,211,613

$37,281,480,745
$102,686,436
$8,051,336,576
$3,839,575,868
$4,866,214,172
$5,873,169,344
$2,242,981,212
$1,925,786,829
$1,442,717,492
$3,952,545,692
$6,223,189,080
$2,165,823,402
$1,791,240,602
$5,081,195,597
$1,028,129,212
$2,292,333,642
$879,326,882
$2,533,624,537
$2,612,637,304
$2,588,973,415
$5,052,794
$1,390,759,588
$2,044,849,506
$824,456,541
$120,205
$2,828,277,465
$2,240,368,030
$2,257,650,596
$397,082,183
$75,021,710
$891,087,754
$5,371,688,341
$1,654,414,936
$2,419,133,815
$574,001,706
$248,394,235
$961,778,782
$200,913,884
$1,912,080,313
$437,725,525
$2,064,970,089
$728,186,114
$855,778,348
$239,991,516
$959,965,124
$2,024,622
$1,004,403,443
$939,992,276
$443,275,100
$1,742,739,828
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Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
Rank State

Name of
Credit Union

$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

51	UT
Goldenwest
52 PA	 Members 1st
53 WI	Altra
54 CA	 Financial Partners
55 CA	Mission
56 CA	Stanford
57
PA	 Police And Fire
58 CA	California
59 TX TDECU	
60 CA	 San Diego County
61
CA	Provident
62 DC Bank-Fund Staff
63 VA	Virginia
64 CA	Chevron
65 WA	STCU	
66 IL
CEFCU	
67
WI Community First
68 CA	Wescom
69 PA	Citadel
70
VT New England
71
CA	Nuvision
72
RI
Navigant
73
CA	 Premier America
74
NJ	Affinity
75
NC Local Government
76
MI
Michigan State University
77
MA	Metro
78
TX	American Airlines
79
WA	 Washington State Employees
80 NV	One Nevada
81
CA	Orange County’s
82 WA	Numerica
83 RI
Pawtucket
84 FL
Fairwinds
85	AZ	OneAZ
86 NY Jovia Financial
87
CA	Travis
88 CA	KeyPoint
89 WI Westconsin
90 MN	Affinity Plus
91
VA	Apple
92 PA	American Heritage
93 WI CoVantage
94 IN
Elements Financial
95 MD NASA	
96 WI Educators
97
IA	 Dupaco Community
98 IN
Forum
99 NY	USAlliance Financial
100 VA	 Langley

$396,766,865
$396,364,353
$394,377,402
$393,238,596
$384,475,656
$378,555,349
$376,292,082
$373,597,955
$372,480,776
$372,042,350
$368,929,030
$366,241,437
$360,378,872
$353,751,052
$343,849,140
$343,236,602
$342,546,337
$332,776,932
$323,607,477
$317,404,233
$313,883,818
$299,564,099
$299,428,171
$297,573,363
$296,215,055
$288,760,865
$284,615,535
$280,046,152
$278,234,900
$276,947,228
$273,684,679
$273,004,170
$268,681,527
$268,254,914
$265,865,266
$263,899,156
$263,838,969
$262,958,342
$262,509,245
$259,227,146
$254,579,454
$249,507,451
$245,222,963
$245,042,440
$244,753,041
$243,374,907
$242,666,985
$231,155,413
$230,928,836
$230,855,818

# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

1,355
2,362
1,992
739
802
490
1,886
728
2,103
839
644
758
1,653
922
1,608
1,839
2,043
956
780
1,407
922
1,269
263
1,145
1,936
1,492
708
1,122
1,054
1,091
653
1,003
1,191
1,508
896
415
735
398
1,466
1,275
617
584
1,896
917
768
1,413
1,451
1,011
319
917

$441,511,496
$936,920,288
$666,555,153
$637,517,479
$1,512,517,384
$1,627,772,325
$1,459,616,308
$1,398,978,375
$1,220,752,363
$3,573,191,009
$1,381,590,307
$2,556,167,754
$970,130,163
$2,490,265,397
$1,368,577,488
$2,578,605,812
$1,896,616,489
$1,326,680,063
$1,696,952,314
$754,743,127
$876,018,104
$1,364,483,145
$1,621,087,818
$1,982,295,338
$811,845,892
$1,560,707,559
$712,178,464
$2,202,274,620
$852,055,503
$176,335,179
$702,566,373
$784,115,841
$1,373,722,812
$1,011,555,274
$629,339,001
$954,992,758
$860,002,004
$607,958,320
$469,817,118
$614,975,043
$1,073,018,809
$787,859,052
$793,830,865
$651,492,530
$830,583,909
$919,348,563
$442,461,731
$307,819,985
$751,879,628
$791,967,032

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

$244,018,708
$160,103,451
$233,297,090
$249,633,316
$108,914,281
$39,212,000
$40,345,816
$92,030,962
$91,923,962
$1,125,000
$82,280,245
$676,000
$164,329,522
$0
$14,764,611
$725,000
$45,987,100
$89,940,963
$25,380,616
$102,477,949
$94,169,223
$69,053,700
$4,900,250
$9,676,660
$143,126,081
$0
$143,595,168
$0
$70,281,786
$250,079,658
$128,436,912
$131,730,386
$30,500,930
$123,356,376
$102,139,122
$46,681,346
$62,562,553
$141,207,937
$100,328,795
$166,571,008
$123,026,507
$158,044,573
$95,099,182
$112,521,895
$58,890,837
$138,086,470
$129,561,155
$144,711,880
$21,345,676
$19,509,438

RE Loans Sold
but Serviced by CU

$5,399,207
$342,821,369
$1,098,749,337
$1,078,210,584
$960,701,149
$573,089,833
$775,652,684
$924,683,740
$597,110,899
$515,295,095
$1,318,376,578
$216,055,022
$367,698,991
$8,746,220
$151,456,222
$48,292,552
$1,821,414
$970,640,203
$469,861,382
$1,391,564,581
$666,499,030
$338,121,090
$233,300,812
$141,888,881
$0
$33,754,787
$895,012,129
$2,458,878
$963,968,910
$96,218,559
$749,993,435
$568,989,302
$219,365,501
$419,902,969
$887,831,684
$488,491,976
$475,247,540
$471,493,401
$938,384,317
$1,350,630,989
$615,125,156
$871,209,202
$341,438,648
$0
$38,619,476
$312,396,096
$783,661,965
$830,292,398
$166,001,927
$143,545,496
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Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
Rank State

Name of
Credit Union

$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

101	AL Redstone
$230,127,164
102 SC South Carolina
$224,449,747
103 SC Founders
$220,465,436
104 CA	UNIFY Financial
$220,145,020
105 CA	Partners
$219,166,144
106 WA	 Whatcom Educational
$218,656,333
107 NM Nusenda
$218,421,875
108 VA	 Northwest
$218,137,822
109 GA	 Georgia’s Own
$215,350,467
110 WA	Gesa
$210,438,921
111
IN
Purdue
$208,556,146
112 MD	Andrews
$207,662,037
113 WI Fox Communities
$207,119,226
114	OH	 General Electric
$206,482,387
115 MI
DFCU Financial
$202,975,812
116 NY Teachers
$201,316,949
117 TN	ORNL
$200,675,203
118 MO	Together
$199,875,731
119 CA	Meriwest
$198,968,241
120 TX GECU	
$197,863,663
121 CA	 San Mateo
$196,063,321
122 PA	 Pennsylvania State Employees $195,958,703
123 FL
MidFlorida
$192,207,423
124 MS Keesler
$190,589,702
125 MN Central Minnesota
$188,267,765
126 FL
GTE Financial
$186,923,591
127 IN
3Rivers
$186,768,362
128 CO	Canvas
$186,376,846
129 WA	Columbia
$179,316,012
130	OR First Community
$178,069,792
131 MI
Michigan Schools and Government $177,863,198
132 CA	Technology
$173,211,716
133 MI	Advia
$172,365,830
134	OH	 Superior
$171,720,184
135 KY L & N
$170,999,530
136 TX	Advancial
$170,468,948
137 TX Navy Army Community
$169,741,291
138	OR	Unitus Community
$166,817,716
139 NY Sunmark
$166,171,602
140 CA	 First Entertainment
$165,996,795
141	UT
Cyprus
$165,852,529
142 WA	iQ
$165,846,373
143 IN
Indiana Members
$165,475,846
144 NY	Hudson Valley
$164,249,481
145 TN	Ascend
$164,069,625
146 NC	Allegacy
$163,996,722
147	OR	Oregon Community
$163,323,043
148 FL
Campus USA	
$163,268,914
149 MI
Genisys
$162,038,601
150 FL
Space Coast
$161,532,755
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# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

1,436
953
1,622
463
609
454
704
659
742
1,152
1,148
699
1,545
472
1,206
447
1,147
866
254
1,615
350
1,595
854
933
776
893
998
530
553
1,429
852
222
929
1,666
829
484
1,223
707
983
395
600
458
1,955
698
887
753
741
888
907
803

$556,845,244
$711,011,610
$1,065,791,082
$1,143,790,144
$552,840,709
$907,710,403
$618,388,415
$950,948,699
$559,826,659
$800,670,711
$716,693,508
$645,069,567
$1,087,710,320
$1,152,529,064
$534,516,247
$1,893,766,423
$1,008,105,824
$605,096,270
$736,017,056
$515,914,944
$536,788,861
$1,258,311,725
$992,339,728
$788,117,542
$538,217,642
$537,882,941
$353,319,435
$459,393,157
$535,903,118
$435,178,638
$721,209,292
$962,768,226
$814,960,176
$407,694,058
$790,757,207
$508,490,813
$1,119,065,253
$435,281,616
$291,429,595
$593,358,240
$234,682,681
$295,994,874
$615,500,950
$950,190,361
$856,880,462
$374,892,879
$471,959,647
$672,789,869
$634,937,015
$737,972,575

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

$87,047,164
$115,639,909
$0
$77,887,886
$99,871,983
$19,909,172
$83,911,649
$102,104,606
$136,792,759
$135,068,236
$50,178,444
$121,444,016
$15,158,245
$0
$117,187,027
$85,787,498
$16,132,700
$67,426,089
$59,978,200
$114,332,532
$38,673,615
$994,500
$93,602,141
$382,783
$79,815,880
$114,536,004
$115,394,998
$67,116,368
$45,133,450
$56,063,445
$1,365,116
$3,345,890
$13,258,754
$65,088,176
$7,777,524
$55,419,995
$1,964,902
$80,719,237
$95,490,037
$52,644,233
$104,371,394
$60,977,432
$26,275,258
$97,304,852
$2,340,288
$42,864,121
$25,871,893
$6,464,900
$30,178,371
$13,915,857

RE Loans Sold
but Serviced by CU

$679,228,226
$343,800,294
$0
$416,061,138
$853,229,742
$402,771,741
$512,122,992
$1,382,781,222
$231,600,950
$576,954,528
$464,244,190
$1,248,281,022
$123,113,478
$0
$845,485,993
$1,234,392,483
$408,112,666
$431,660,359
$790,818,199
$647,162,601
$112,165,595
$142,080,758
$732,764,724
$14,972,107
$316,028,913
$1,244,814,321
$483,729,086
$428,201,618
$296,306,931
$278,849,928
$51,373,274
$145,068,828
$0
$748,487,196
$111,571,137
$444,111,461
$7,288,682
$546,920,520
$0
$154,410,411
$0
$216,594,729
$34,648,530
$1,337,972,452
$0
$170,088,173
$15,647,923
$37,353,761
$96,281,955
$665,614,950

CREDIT UNION

MORTGAGES
MADE SIMPLE.

REAL.

SIMPLE.

SERVICE.

TruHome Solutions is a trusted mortgage partner to credit unions nationwide.
We’re owned by credit unions and serve only credit unions, so we understand
member service is always what matters most. Our flexible, private-labeled
solutions carry no up-front fees and build strong member relationships –
from loan origination through servicing for the life of the loan. And our
97% member satisfaction rate means that we deliver.
Contact us today to learn how TruHome can help you serve your members
with a complete line of mortgage offerings!

866.981.1700 | realestate@truhome.com

9601 Legler Road, Lenexa, KS 66219 | www.truhome.com

Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
Rank State

Name of
Credit Union

$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

151	UT	University
$160,500,199
152 NY ESL
$159,749,667
153 SC Sharonview
$159,686,997
154 MT Whitefish
$159,453,255
155 MO	 First Community
$156,965,485
156 MD State Employees Credit Union of Maryland $156,878,890
157 NH	 Service
$156,686,850
158 NY Visions
$155,179,803
159 MI	Honor
$154,022,799
160 IL
Deere Employees
$153,033,091
161 NH	 St. Mary’s Bank
$153,003,076
162 FL
Community First Credit Union of Florida $152,111,325
163 MI	United
$151,937,604
164 PA	 TruMark Financial
$149,530,864
165 IN
Indiana University
$148,839,040
166	OR	Advantis
$146,894,551
167 NY Corning
$146,072,196
168	AZ Vantage West
$145,222,006
169 WI Capital
$141,369,949
170	OR Rogue
$140,122,748
171 TX Texas Tech
$140,100,064
172 CA	 Firefighters First
$139,302,999
173 IN
Interra
$137,854,212
174 TX	Amplify
$136,236,585
175 WA	Sound
$136,041,715
176 ND Town and Country
$135,607,953
177 MD Tower
$134,509,548
178 NC Truliant
$133,592,511
179 TX Firstmark
$133,044,870
180 CA	American First
$132,549,324
181 TN Y-12
$132,390,813
182 CA	 Schools Financial
$132,094,613
183 NM Sandia Laboratory
$131,980,940
184 CA	USE
$131,219,263
185 CA	 SF Fire
$129,549,164
186 IN
Teachers
$129,532,576
187	UT
Deseret First
$127,808,252
188 CA	 California Coast
$127,340,254
189 CO	Westerra
$126,266,944
190 MI
Community Financial
$124,884,115
191	OK Truity
$123,725,678
192 TX	A+
$122,837,762
193	UT	Utah First
$120,950,085
194 CA	 Pacific Service
$119,961,007
195 CT	American Eagle Financial
$119,871,134
196 MA	Workers
$119,829,724
197	AZ TruWest
$119,411,400
198 MA	Rockland
$119,279,359
199 SC SRP
$118,998,859
200 TX EECU	
$116,129,065
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688
929
773
698
917
647
518
822
1,099
725
619
794
712
510
616
518
819
513
922
657
702
382
686
615
456
600
453
986
267
220
554
519
429
245
240
689
445
346
459
504
549
912
294
385
543
237
445
274
712
700

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$248,760,363
$569,695,034
$814,664,632
$806,214,915
$425,991,404
$1,767,860,887
$1,012,405,889
$1,704,122,070
$389,954,155
$540,375,608
$352,538,231
$565,357,270
$1,139,962,758
$852,962,048
$531,515,723
$417,270,157
$407,216,044
$511,532,394
$720,205,002
$260,830,637
$30,472,517
$765,783,683
$599,684,699
$329,620,292
$563,869,046
$194,524,475
$494,437,585
$555,080,044
$301,583,574
$349,121,162
$462,833,537
$407,175,400
$706,269,204
$486,602,651
$592,532,930
$1,087,978,077
$146,431,876
$775,773,894
$325,980,178
$373,685,817
$160,979,102
$564,262,026
$170,901,168
$301,173,109
$642,854,458
$725,322,724
$379,264,182
$591,855,013
$272,550,350
$396,675,037

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

$86,893,545
$107,611,997
$71,368,154
$0
$46,183,144
$65,373,000
$3,401,550
$1,063,400
$75,354,043
$48,720,699
$89,811,611
$11,482,110
$159,546,863
$52,401,524
$7,876,150
$57,393,426
$55,976,425
$49,722,477
$42,049,501
$57,765,120
$130,797,997
$28,715,085
$32,936,042
$33,765,645
$24,526,409
$82,785,764
$19,125,394
$73,459,729
$0
$116,985,884
$17,123,590
$13,888,122
$15,405,500
$0
$0
$948,285
$112,109,938
$16,500,364
$199,441,970
$43,260,016
$93,082,448
$217,600
$54,304,530
$51,422,498
$46,614,398
$34,204,480
$82,621,284
$41,634,185
$53,583,525
$22,349,912

RE Loans Sold
but Serviced by CU

$414,967,685
$1,048,563,252
$78,415,759
$0
$535,397,783
$903,229,409
$1,594,500
$67,899,361
$373,431,149
$72,710,338
$601,932,065
$138,840,113
$405,520,336
$534,624,511
$4,541,422
$855,592,578
$364,890,025
$104,291,399
$216,279,309
$202,071,678
$0
$200,220,355
$54,492,146
$355,627,842
$0
$22,708,033
$935,346,759
$65,933,389
$0
$678,615,357
$44,334,988
$169,686,363
$49,138,776
$178,545,823
$243,798,603
$6,925,135
$0
$201,294,922
$523,337,386
$335,899,517
$637,503,640
$217,600
$0
$0
$386,938,897
$241,377,465
$225,445,920
$237,205,220
$0
$185,828,972

Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
Rank State

Name of
Credit Union

$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

201 TN Knoxville TVA Employees
$115,838,600
202 IN
Notre Dame
$115,376,298
203	HI	Hawaii State
$114,474,639
204 CA	 Bay
$113,560,950
205 VA	 Dupont Community
$113,541,025
206 WA	 Salal
$113,087,534
207 NY	AmeriCU	
$111,780,954
208 MA	Harvard University Employees
$111,283,414
209 NY Polish & Slavic
$110,745,750
210	AR	Arkansas
$110,001,752
211 GA	Associated
$109,847,833
212	AL	Avadian
$109,789,075
213 IN
Centra
$109,752,891
214 NC Self-Help
$108,426,571
215 WI Verve, a
$108,166,870
216 CA	 Santa Clara County
$107,934,648
217 IA	 Community Choice
$107,783,321
218 WI Blackhawk Community
$107,072,504
219 CA	 Credit Union of Southern California $104,392,269
220 KY Park Community
$104,241,638
221 NM	U.S. Eagle
$104,224,253
222 TX	Austin Telco
$104,012,873
223 GA	 Robins Financial
$103,350,614
224 SD Black Hills
$102,226,195
225 WI Marine
$99,227,651
226 MA	Hanscom
$98,761,835
227 ID
CapEd
$98,522,182
228 IL
Great Lakes
$98,095,229
229 GA	Atlanta Postal
$97,989,815
230 CA	 San Francisco
$97,774,445
231 CA	Altura
$97,608,563
232 MN	Hiway
$97,189,828
233 CO	 Premier Members
$96,889,291
234 ID
Potlatch No 1 Financial
$95,845,864
235 TX Credit Union of Texas
$95,748,425
236 IA	 Collins Community
$95,732,766
237 FL	Achieva
$95,545,785
238 CA	 Northrop Grumman
$94,934,381
239	OR Maps
$94,464,083
240 PA	 Franklin Mint
$93,909,345
241 VA	 BayPort
$93,476,222
242 NY Empower
$93,054,276
243	HI	Hawaiian Financial
$93,022,700
244 GA	 Georgia United
$92,451,109
245 CA	 Educational Employees
$92,391,258
246 IL
Consumers
$91,728,278
247 CT Charter Oak
$91,472,317
248 MI
Lake Trust
$91,402,178
249 MI
Frankenmuth
$90,814,315
250 WA	 Solarity
$90,599,682

# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

878
578
228
258
632
265
817
243
443
1,023
523
528
804
556
645
197
623
611
259
525
291
421
641
417
1,180
345
404
240
453
94
286
479
297
423
657
592
382
225
475
266
279
452
210
503
496
463
446
449
657
434

$634,868,094
$251,743,879
$325,120,005
$258,961,335
$525,181,013
$251,682,065
$626,574,376
$379,122,064
$928,970,166
$319,971,421
$242,464,768
$206,213,336
$523,160,918
$882,429,661
$496,146,375
$200,653,427
$124,906,630
$279,317,805
$504,000,991
$395,207,522
$287,481,934
$627,895,335
$423,530,137
$493,830,565
$374,304,459
$220,728,777
$285,123,744
$288,793,261
$510,544,118
$534,725,951
$280,320,599
$422,968,326
$396,057,372
$303,284,311
$236,933,817
$403,534,458
$410,654,416
$379,612,024
$215,581,641
$383,976,468
$471,736,723
$439,988,333
$335,375,344
$259,164,523
$450,532,047
$236,318,867
$599,953,081
$606,292,071
$204,121,517
$198,552,385

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

$7,442,812
$70,380,355
$71,514,805
$27,897,800
$36,110,546
$26,993,623
$13,895,289
$58,779,651
$0
$48,286,140
$49,361,950
$82,483,016
$21,635,843
$0
$53,255,521
$0
$75,267,820
$0
$12,105,068
$6,055,547
$15,868,922
$2,261,500
$6,372,639
$37,436,734
$0
$61,135,129
$13,003,002
$24,607,735
$0
$1,320,300
$3,309,969
$13,190,278
$36,978,225
$16,613,555
$33,164,141
$239,091,213
$34,003,946
$20,760,631
$45,910,678
$62,896,661
$5,724,387
$57,812,741
$24,602,300
$84,638,006
$0
$57,887,915
$9,966,583
$0
$63,954,319
$56,733,501

RE Loans Sold
but Serviced by CU

$0
$255,723,213
$327,446,977
$347,960,179
$84,236,047
$249,545,038
$239,192,553
$474,505,436
$52,131,771
$147,133,182
$303,865,033
$56,203,979
$181,508,858
$0
$266,453,981
$13,456,377
$0
$224,083,462
$238,163,069
$0
$0
$0
$281,225,379
$0
$404,074
$393,251,168
$2,569,176
$254,747,737
$0
$0
$16,034,146
$209,076,658
$182,496,858
$299,286,691
$0
$169,732,255
$260,536,972
$55,778,593
$7,728,601
$469,900,413
$0
$634,190,313
$0
$124,747,862
$0
$365,220,467
$167,812,132
$6,460,254
$289,370,805
$311,724,612
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Top 300 First Mortgage-Granting CUs as of Sep. 30, 2019
Rank State

Name of
Credit Union

$ Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

251 TN Leaders
252 MA	 Jeanne D’Arc
253 FL
IBM Southeast Employees
254 CA	 Christian Community
255 VA	 Freedom First
256 TX	United Heritage
257 SD Sioux Falls
258 WI Thrivent
259 MA	 Greylock
260 WA	Harborstone
261 CA	 Kern Schools
262 ID
Beehive
263 CA	 Los Angeles Police
264 VA	 State Department
265 NE Liberty First
266 KY Commonwealth
267 MI
Dow Chemical Employees
268 VT Vermont
269 MA	Align
270 MN Firefly
271 WI Westby Co-op
272	OK TTCU	
273	AZ	Arizona
274 WA	 TwinStar
275 CA	 Evangelical Christian
276	OR Selco Community
277 MI	Arbor Financial
278 DC Department Of Commerce
279 WA	 Verity
280 NY Municipal
281 NE Centris
282 CA	 Farmers Insurance Group
283 MA	 St. Anne’s Of Fall River
284 FL
Pen Air
285 NY Suffolk
286 VA	UVA Community
287	OH	 Seven Seventeen
288 TX FirstLight
289	AL MAX
290 IA	 DuTrac Community
291 IL	Abbott Laboratories Employees
292 FL	Addition Financial
293 IL
Scott
294 IN	Hoosier Hills
295	OK Communication
296 TN Tennessee Valley
297 CA	 Frontwave
298 WA	 Seattle
299 IN
Beacon
300 VT Vermont State Employees
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$90,385,594
$90,047,620
$89,782,006
$89,764,102
$89,407,151
$89,343,462
$88,986,728
$88,394,510
$88,244,527
$87,609,530
$86,659,992
$85,962,026
$85,635,869
$85,535,732
$85,446,077
$85,298,084
$84,898,769
$84,779,368
$84,665,951
$84,625,989
$84,344,166
$84,114,477
$83,930,665
$83,827,791
$83,782,908
$82,592,626
$82,522,190
$82,486,808
$82,442,632
$82,310,681
$82,066,317
$81,972,250
$81,523,882
$81,045,952
$79,787,214
$79,404,966
$79,322,560
$78,945,070
$78,684,935
$78,114,655
$77,916,125
$77,620,641
$77,535,224
$77,405,893
$77,352,410
$76,973,240
$76,666,976
$76,386,132
$76,221,155
$76,182,541

# Originated
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

$ Outstanding
1st Mortgages
(Fixed & Adjustable)

564
279
328
170
669
406
413
402
505
203
345
458
269
245
488
611
570
708
259
247
501
478
391
379
29
388
477
211
272
297
444
200
235
353
528
500
381
355
327
644
275
406
450
587
534
435
163
164
406
491

$77,053,781
$919,351,952
$658,858,430
$488,157,216
$278,862,704
$317,257,359
$33,132,397
$276,547,678
$540,905,035
$453,717,625
$612,621,517
$114,594,975
$304,910,461
$673,982,577
$97,745,428
$344,103,369
$496,255,676
$246,888,752
$283,109,116
$391,814,077
$228,897,077
$212,781,122
$268,527,449
$192,665,682
$373,274,558
$407,657,129
$314,094,054
$255,532,700
$189,923,509
$944,479,803
$191,755,475
$261,424,374
$579,907,170
$250,104,772
$454,788,978
$209,886,269
$423,655,605
$415,624,521
$342,268,326
$314,092,973
$275,739,974
$516,869,325
$204,919,642
$342,509,693
$148,045,148
$363,337,441
$295,836,883
$299,115,381
$736,428,415
$404,381,957

$ Sold
1st Mortgages

$50,339,473
$76,738,165
$25,307,934
$0
$37,926,471
$35,149,207
$72,730,171
$32,767,966
$13,966,396
$0
$69,518,019
$48,009,769
$59,618,995
$21,401,515
$69,554,715
$9,451,224
$4,744,798
$35,485,430
$31,477,235
$0
$19,237,395
$72,944,420
$15,314,661
$51,992,085
$49,129,987
$0
$27,639,902
$20,709,094
$55,676,700
$0
$61,805,983
$2,260,645
$25,327,990
$33,948,631
$1,615,790
$36,162,341
$18,805,261
$3,402,071
$20,565,221
$3,193,627
$25,271,050
$1,491,578
$46,909,740
$3,853,965
$6,117,042
$14,642,300
$425,000
$28,677,826
$3,680,260
$12,476,518

RE Loans Sold
but Serviced by CU

$0
$110,651,854
$346,571,823
$33,816,457
$0
$419,479
$0
$342,179,701
$343,087,995
$74,969,828
$219,122,893
$0
$273,366,473
$135,461,999
$0
$40,787,430
$68,477,057
$246,122,372
$238,690,010
$0
$155,820,451
$332,641,411
$0
$396,625,376
$464,384,249
$0
$153,055,569
$9,384,953
$203,720,252
$18,719,909
$449,234,729
$0
$318,864,424
$6,579,336
$0
$0
$24,459,200
$58,237,956
$137,440,623
$2,335,056
$0
$19,923,681
$62,948,620
$52,341,450
$56,569,103
$0
$425,000
$284,379,293
$6,253,872
$315,439,058

Get to Know
Subservicing with
a Credit Union Touch

As a Credit Union Service Organization (CUSO), CU Servnet has helped credit unions
like yours bene�t from member-focused loan servicing solutions for nearly 20 years.
Through our relationship with Cenlar, we deliver all of the traditional bene�ts of
subservicing, but with a high emphasis on providing a superior member experience.
Find out how our custom solutions can help you succeed in the mortgage space and
deliver on your commitment to helping your members thrive.

Call us at 1-877-716-6756 or visit
www.cuservnet.org to learn more.

THE LAST WORD

Tracy Ashfield

Be Active in the
Community
to Grow Your
Business

“

CREDIT UNION

By Tracy Ashfield
ACUMA

T

here is no shortage of great marketing ideas in this issue of the
Pipeline. You’ll note some are ‘‘high tech’’ ideas while others
talk about what we have called “the basics” for years.
The strategies may be different but the message is the same. You
cannot—and should not—count on your members and potential
members to just “walk in the door.” Not literally or figuratively. It
ain’t gonna just happen; you gotta work at it.
Growing your business means getting out there and promoting
your credit union as a homeownership resource. It means trying
some things that might be out of your comfort zone. Don’t expect
everything to be a winner. The only way to avoid a “fail” is to not try
anything! But sitting back and doing nothing nets you zero.

Over my years of working with credit
why a prospective homebuyer should conunions I have had the privilege to see some
sider you).
really successful growth strategies. Not all
REVIEW YOUR MARKETING PLAN
have been about marketing. Some have
Now, at the start of a new year, is a great
been rooted in below-market pricing or
time to look at your marketing plan.
offering a unique niche product.
Both can result in delightful
1 First and foremost, consider the
relationship between your credit
spikes in volume, but that’s what
union’s mortgage lending leaderthey are: spikes.
The long-term growth of your Growing your ship and your marketing leadermortgage program requires a
business means ship. Are the lines of communication open? Are you working
consistent, multi-faceted marketgetting out there
collaboratively to create a plan?
ing strategy. That strategy needs
and
promoting
I often hear that marketing only
to be supported by well trained
your credit
“gives” mortgages one month in
staff as Pat Sherlock’s article in
union as a
the marketing calendar to spread
this issue so clearly reminds us.
Yes, products and price mat- homeownership the word about what the credit
union offers homebuyers. Everyter, but marketing is a key comresource.
one has time and budget conponent in your efforts to get the
straints, but much can be done on
word out about how good you
a small budget.
are at providing home loans (and

“
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A one-month marketing blitz isn’t as effective as a year-round plan. So, ask yourself,
What can you do to supplement the times
marketing puts mortgages first? How can
you get the word out on a consistent basis all
year long?
2 Second, are you and your team involved in housing organizations in your
communities?
Nothing shows more
of a commitment to
Products and
affordable
housing
then getting involved price matter, but
in the non-profits that
marketing is a
support these crucial key component
services, especial for
to get the word
first-time buyers and
out about how
younger members.
good
you are at
Habitat for Humanity is probably the providing home
loans.
most well-known for
its housing efforts, but
there are many others.
3 Thirdly, are you
“educating” prospective homebuyers and
industry representatives about what you
do and how you do it? That means hosting
homeownership education events. It also
means reaching out to Realtors by attending their events and offering to show them
the benefits of working with you.

“

GET INTO YOUR COMMUNITY
The bottom line: Being visible at housingrelated activities and events should be a
part of your marketing plan. And it doesn’t
cost you much—except an investment of
your time.
The new year is time for resolutions. I
also know big sweeping resolutions are
rarely kept; well, at least past February!
So instead, think about one or two new
things you and your team can do to gain
more exposure with your members and
potential members. Focus on the resources you do have, rather than the ones you
don’t. And like a resolution, don’t put it off
until tomorrow. The time is now.
Tracy Ashfield is the President of
ACUMA. She also speaks at industry
conferences and examiner seminars,
and keeps current with credit unions
by running Ashfield & Associates, a
consulting and training business that
assists with mortgage lending.

RateStar
Powers
Possibilities
The RateStarSM platform delivers continuous
innovation for your business, enabling you
to originate and close more mortgages,
reach new customer segments and compete
efficiently in a changing marketplace.

$

RateStar BuydownSM
RateStar
The industry’s preferred MI
risk-based pricing platform.
Our new portal offers a choice
of express or custom quotes.

With the industry’s only
MI buydown tool, you can
customize unique MI
premium payments tailored
to each member.

Get connected to Arch MI’s RateStar platform today.
For more information,
visit archmicu.com/RateStar.
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